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Generalcontinues on
shift-by-shift schedule
"We will not strike this company," were the words repeated
numerously Sunday morning as
General Tire employees —
members of the United Rubber
Workers Local 665, Mayfield, —
gathered there to hear an update
on negotiations between union and
company representatives.
The union's threo-year contract
expired at midnight Friday, but
was given new-birth with a 48hour extension to run through Sunday.
Although no formal contract has
yet to be reached, employees of
the plant have been told to report
on a shift-by-shift schedule until
further notice.
According to figures presented
the members, some 22 economic
clauses and over 30 contract proposals were yet to ironed out by
the negotiating team. A previous
contract offered by the company

AP

inculded such reductions as 10 did not run true with "patterns"
percent hospital benefits and 40 established at this time in the iepercent from the annual cost-of- dustry,it was pointed out.
living wage increases.
"It is the feelings of the exAn offer by the union to sign a ecutive board and the committee
new contract similar to one just that we not play in their the comexpired was flatly rejected by pany's hands like Waco had to,"
company representatives.
Miller commented.
"What we have now is better
"Once we hit the road we've
than what is being offered," said fired our last
shot," he said,
George Miller, union president. restresaing the
fact that all
"With the economy as it is, we workers of
the midnight shift
don't want to cause any financial should report as scheduled
and be
difficulties on our members or the on their best behavior.
community at large."
The basic theme of the union's
A contract offered to the union,
not
wanting to strike the company
similar to the one which returned
workers to the Waco, Texas, plant was apparent as the words "no
was denied by the Mayield strike" were used some 11 times
representatives. Workers there during the somewhat brief
had been on strike for approx- meeting — lasting 30 to 45
imately four months. "Waco is minutes.
Waco, and Mayfield is Mayfield,"
Negotiations continued until the
he said while explaining the rejec- early hours Sunday night in an
attion. The contract signed at Waco tempt to ratify a new contract.

-Nor

Beautification interest renewed
(EDITOR'S NOTE — The
following story is the first of a
series of articles to be published
this week concerning the Community Improvement
Volunteers.)
Committees concerned with the
beautification of Murray have exCOMMUNITY IMPROVEMENT VOLUNTEERS
isted in the city for a number of
tion,
the
three
standing commit- Volunteers. Ad-hoc committees
years. The last of these groups,
under the direction of A. W. Sim- - -toes and ten adflioc conimitteas of working on various projects as
mons, made considerable pro- the Volunteers meet as Called to follows:' Abandatied Illarek and
gress toward improving the cOrtitider specific community pro- Property Maintenance, Central
downtown area, but the commit- blems.
Center Bridge Project, City EnThe Community Improvement trances, City-wide Parking and
tee ceased to exist when Mr. SimVolunteers exist for three main Pedestrian Amenities, Downtown,
mons moved to Memphis.
purposes:(1) to help identify com- Landscape, Mini-Park, Pool OfThe need for city beautification
munity problems, projects and fice, Public and Private Signage,
continued, however, and the Com- areas
of general concern; (2) to Works of Art in Public Places,and
munity Improvement Volunteers provide
volunteer expertise where a Telephone Committee.
sprang to life from the ashes of the appropria
te and necessary to
Simmons' committee. There were help
Membership in the Volunteers is
solve community problems;
a number of major differences and (3) to serve
as an active ad- open to everyone who has an inthat make the Community Im- vocacy
organization for the im- terst in helping to make Murray a
provement Volunteers completely
provement and development of better place in which to live. A
unique. Whereas the Simmons' the
entire Murray area. The large number of highly talented,
committee was composed of only
Volunteers operate as a semi- dedicated and influential people
a few people concerned primarily autonomo
us standing committee are already serving on one or
with beautification, the of the
Murray-Calloway County more of the committees of the
Volunteers is an organizatin com- Chamber
of Commerce and work Volunteers, and it is hoped that
posed of a large number of closely with
the Chamber and the every citizen will want to become
citizens whose concerns span the City
to help solve community pro- a member of the organization.
entire spectrum of community blerns.
Meetings are held the second tueslife.
Promotion and Communicaday of each month at 4:15 p.m. at
The Volunteers first met in tions, Quality Control and Design, the Commerce Center. All inJune, 1981, and they have met on a and Finance are the three stan- terested parties are invited to atmonthly basis ever since. In addi- ding committees of the
tend.
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partly sunny
Today partly sunny breezy
and warmer. Highs in the low
70s. South winds 10 to 15 miles
an hour. Tonight partly cloudy
with lows in the low 50s. South
winds around 10 miles an hour.
Tuesday windy and warm with
a 20 percent chance of showers.
Highs in the mid 70s with south
winds 10 to 20 miles an hour and
gusty.
Wednesday through Friday:
Chance of showers Wednesday,
fair and pleasant Thursday and
Friday. Highs will be in the low
to upper 60s and lows in the low
to upper 40s.

HOMECOMING QUEEN — (At
tightI Nancy Moriarty (right),
,Prevalrfart senior; was ermined
Murray Stale University's
Homecoming Queen Saturday by
1981 Queen Debra Lewellyn.
Members of this year's Homecoming Court include (top, from !eft)
Felecia Ann Dixon, Louisville
senior; Melinda Harshbarger,
Hopkinsville senior; Donna
Beeson, Perryville, Mo., senior,
Moriarty; Melissa Sununers, Lexington senior; and Clarissa Maria
Fox, Louisville sophomore. See
related Homecoming photos on
Pages2,8,9and JO..'
Staffphotos by Jennie Gordon

Police apprehend one cyanide-laced tylenol'copycat'
By The Associated Press
Tainted eye drops, mouthwash
and nasal spray were reported
found in scattered cities over the
weekend and authorities attributed the tampering to
copycats set off by the deaths of
seven people who took poisoned

Extra-Strength Tylenol.
Lavoris mouthwash was pulled
from the shelves of a store in
Clearwater, Fla., and bottles of
Neo-Synephrine nasal spray were
removed and later restored to a
drug store shell in Las Vegas,
Nev.,in separate incidents.

Four women in Palm Beach
County, Fla., complained that
their eyes burned after using
Viaine A.C. eyedrops. Two of the
bottles used by the women came
from the same lot as two bottles
found to contain hydrochloric acid
in a similar incident Mesa, Colo.,

Louisville was arrested at a
telephone booth where the extortionist had demanded the money
be left, said James Yeivington,
special agent in charge of the FBI
in Kentucky.
In Iowa. a rural couple was
charged with extortion after
grocers received threats that food
Kern* would be injected with
pesticide unless $000,000 was paid

Polish workers'support urged
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MISS
YOUR PAPER!
Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Waren Ledger It Tees
by 5:30 p.m. Monday-Friday or
by 3:30 p.m. Saturdays are urged
to coil 753-1116 between S:30
p.m. ad 6 p.m., Idea* threagli Friday, er 3:3$ p.m. and 4 p.m. Siderdays.

authorities said.
Also, a 1S-year-old Kentucky
man was arrested Sunday and
charged with extortion after FBI
agents investigated a letter that
warned a grocery store of
neurotoxic poison in certain foods
The letter demanded 25,000 to
identify which foods had been
poiaoned.
Lawrence Maynard of

IN TOWN BRIEFLY — Senator Wendell Ford (left) tads with Morale County Jodge-Elecutive
Mike
Miller Friday afternoon prior to a speaking engagement at Murray State thevorstty. Ford and Miller talked
momentarily about several subjects including Miller's upcoming bid for lratabadly State
Treasurer.
Staff photo by Greg Travis

WARSAW, Poland
AP) Fugitive Solidarity leaders urged
workers in four cities to stay home
today in the second week of
sometimes bloody protests over
the government's banning of the
Independent labor union.
No new uprisings were reported
over the weekend.
Sources with contacts among
the underground union leadership
said workers were asked to
boycott their jobs in Warsaw,
Gdansk, Krakow and Nowa Huts
— the model Communist city
where police killed a young
steelmill electrician during three
days of rioting last week.
Worker compliance with other
recent Solidarity strike appeals
has been spotty and generally ignored in the capital.
Authorities said last Wednesday's shooting of 20-year-old
Bodgen Wlosik remained under investigation. Earlier reports by the
official PAP news agency said
Wlosik was mortally wounded
V

when a plainclothes policemen
was attacked by demonstrators
and opened fire in 'sell-defense."
'Aloe* is the only officially
acknowledged fatality in the new
spate of unrest touched off by
Parlbunent's Oct. I passage of a
tough new labor law that banned
Solidarity.
Witnesses said Nowa Huta, a
Krakow suburb about 160 miles
south of Warsaw. was virtually
under police occupation as riot
squads armed with automatic
weapons patrolled the streets Sunday, allowing only mull children
to place flowers at the spot where
Wlosik was shot.
Privately printed funeral
notices posted in Nowa Huts said
Vilosik would be buried this
Wednesday, but official sources in
Krakow said no firm date would
be set until today. The sources,
who requested anonymity, said
they feared the funeral might
came tensions to escalate.
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Senator warns of Cuban influx
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — U.S.
Sen. Walter "Dee" Huddleston, DKy., has told a Kentucky
Associated Press newspaper
meeting that two million Cubans
are poised to enter the United
States whenever the Castro
regime decides to let them go.

Haddleston said Saturday that
The two million Cubans signed
the immigration of so many up for emigration daring the
refugees could disrupt the Martel boat lift two years ago, he
economy in some parts of the said.
country. And he added that the
Information obtained through
refugeesare a potential weapon of his position on the Senate Inthe Castro regime "and we are telligence Committee indicates
vulnerable to it."
that Castro could release those
Kentucky's junior senator said people any time he chooses, Hudstricter immigration laws are dleston said.
needed, especially to combat the
The Castro regime has made
problem of political refugees who "thinly veiled threats of
are not now covered under current unleashing this group," he said.
laws.
He predicted that if the
"You can't be a sovereign na- economic situation in Cuba contion without some control of our -times to deteriorai• the emigrees
borders," he said.
could be allowed to leave.

B&PW honors
Agnes McDaniel
Agnes (Tot) McDaniel was
presented the award for
"Business Woman of the Year
1962" by the Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club. The
award was given at the club's
prayer breakfast at Boston Tea
Party Sunday morning.
Mrs. McDaniel, widow of Lubie
McDaniel, has been a member of
the Murray B&PW Club since
1970. She is a retired school
teacher having taught second
grade for over 25 years at Lynn
Grove School and later at
Southwest Calloway Elementary
School.
The honored woman is still active in business circles working
parttime at the Antique Mall. She'
is a member of First Baptist
Church.
.
Mrs. McDaniel is a charter

••••

NO TONGUE-IN-CHEEK RESPONSE — Murray State head coach Frank Beamer lets an official know
what he thinks of a penalty during Saturday's loss to Middle Tennessee. The Racers struggled through a 27-9
Homecoming disappointment in Roy Stewart Stadium.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Former First Lady Bess Truman dies
KANSAS CITY, Mo. ( AP) —
Bess Truman, the nation's oldest
former first lady and the lifelong
sweetheart President Harry S.
Truman called "The Boss," died
early today. She was 97.
A spokesman for Research
Medical Center said Mrs. Truman
was pronounced dead on arrival at,
the hospital at 4:38 a.m. The
Truman family physician, Dr.
Wallace Graham, said Mrs.
Truman died of congestive heart
failure.
Mrs. Truman lived longer than
any other former first lady —
Edith Wilson, wife of President
Woodrow Wilson, died at age 89 in
1961. The oldest living first lady is

70-year-old Pat Nixon.
Mrs. Truman had been plagued
in recent years by a variety of
ailments — arthritis, abdominal
stress and high blood pressure. On
Sept. 2, she was rushed to the
hospital from her home in nearby
Independence, Mo., with internal
bleeding.
Graham said the bleeding,
which he attibuted to an ulcer in
her duodenum, stopped the next
day, but Mrs. Truman was not
released from the hospital until
Sept. 24.
Mrs. Truman outlived her husband by nearly 10 years. Friends
say their childhood romance
never flagged — that he was the

only man she ever really loved
and she the only sweetheart he
ever had.
In 53 years of marriage, Mrs.
Truman much enjoyed the traditional woman's role of the quiet
and unassuming but thoroughly
devoted wife and mother. But
Truman said she was his closest
confidante and adviser on every
important thing he ever did — including decisions leading to his
upset victory over Thomas E.
Dewey in 1948.
"I never wrote a speech without
going it over with her," he said of
the woman who shared his rise
from county official to the U.S.
Senate to president.

October 23, 1982
8:00 p.m.
Racer Arena
Tickets: "9"
All Seats Reserved

Murray State University/ k
University Center Board
presents
An evening with

FIRST PLACE — Whitney Taylor, Murray High band field commander, accepts the first place trophy in its claim for the Henry
County Invitational Marching Band Contest.
Carter Studio photo

Agnes(Tot) McDaniel
member of Alpha Delta Kappa
honorary sorority for teachers
and serves as state courtesy
chairman. She is a past president
and secretary of the local Rho
Chapter of ADK and is state
It was a repeat performance
chaplain.
Saturday_ flight as the Murray
•- Shelais•one son,Dia McDaniiii,••• •*High Sobaiin'iger Band won first.
fin accomplished musician now place in its class in the Henry
teaching at Southern Illinois County Invitational Marching
University at Carbondale, Ill. She Band Contest in Null"
resides on South 17th Street.
Paul Blackburn, band director,
The club has named a Woman of said he was pleased with the conDistinction, Myrtle Wall Erwin, a sistent good performance of his
, business woman of the day for band. The color guard was led by
each day during National Melanie Roos and Samantha,
Business Women's Week, Oct. 17- Wilder and directed by Jamie
22(see story in Murray Today sec- Blackburn.
tion).
Sweepstakes winner was the

Murray High band wins first
in class at Paris contest
Jackson Central Merry High
School, Jackson, Tenn. Twelve
bands participated.
•
Also last Saturday, the Murray
Middle School won first among
middle school bands participating
in the Murray State University
Homecoming Parade. Director is
Gary Mullins.
On Saturday, the Tiger band
will participate in the Christian
County Invitational Band Contest
and close the fall season at the
Festival of Champions Oct. 30.

It's The Total On The
Tape That Counts

D&T

Warehouse Foods

Ifrff

Murray, Ky.
623 South 4th Prices Good While Supplys Last!

RED
SKELTON

10 Lb.

Totinto

Potatoes

Pizza

96 89
Weiner Apple Sauce
984

4 Yesliotw
8n9ir
h.0

Assorted Variety

Pro- eaguers

America's
Pantomimist
Extraordinaire

Lucky Leaf

Reelfoot Bologna
1 11.1.39

3/16 oz. can for

Duncan Hines

Nabisco

Cake Mix

Cracker

79
Tickets May Be Purchased At The University Center Box Office, Main Level.
University Center From 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Tickets Will Also Be Available At The Door

1

6

Wrap
Glad300 ft

1 Lb.

8 Pk
Pepsi
pi) 149
'
Diet Pepsi:
.r Mt. Dew Deposit

Mase.-Thors. 1-7
FrI.-Sot. 14

Funded by Student Government Association

1.99
01.
0i148
Weis"
9
I°

Nabisco
Ndla
Wafers
12 oz. 89'

Barq's oot eer
8 Pk
16 Oz.
plus
Deposit

99'

Across Fro* /*array Drivoiss
So 4th

4116
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Reagan's anger
should be shored
President Reagan says Among:see should shire
his anger at the House of Repreendativeefee giving
short shrift to his proposed cmailittemel aniseed
meat calling for a balanced budget. Pertain they
should, although Speaker Tip O'Neill and
Democrats who blocked the amendment may have
done Mr. Reagan and the Republicans a favor by
helping define the "economic issue" in the current
election campaigns.
The balanced-budget amendment, which already
had been approved by a substantial vote in the
Senate, drew the support of a majority of House
members, but fell 46 votes abort of the two-thirds
necessary to submit the amendment to the states.
The nay votes were mostly Democratic.
O'Neill and the Democratic leadership accused
Mr. Reagan of raising the balanced-budget issue to
divert attention from the "economic crisis" facing
the nation as Nov. 2 approaches.
We must assume then that Democrats who helped
kill the amendment and are now campaigning for
re-election are prepared to argue that a government which has operated at a deficit for 21 of the
last 22 years, running up the national debt to $1.25
trillion, has had nothing to do with the inflation and
high interest rates which produced the current

by s.c. rem cum

Break appears clean between administrations
FRANKFORT — Thededication of
two projects in which thestate hesinvested millions sharply
demonstrates the difference M the
old politics and the "new politiae"
brought by Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
aod hie administration in Kentucky
and Company.
From all public appearances it
seems to be a thorough and clean
split from the past administrations.
The usual amenities and common
courtesies extended in the past have
not been extended to Gov. Julian Carroll or other former governors. They
have not been invited to public
festivities as honored guests.
The multi-million galleria born and
nurtured during Carroll's administration was dedicated recently
In Louisville, but Gov. Carroll's administration or the governor personally have not been invited as
guests. When asked if he had been invited, Carroll said, "Not to my

knowledge." The same beide Inwof
the state Library bundles I.
irimithart.
Leatiselq cemoillsd lain to
the Gables mid a Wei of URRam
fee the State Lamy. The hollibig
cod was $7.5 Wise ad the Minos
was for faruiehlege, dal= mid
other coots. Them Ewes were hernished by the Plasma Department.
The former governor and his wife
were invited as special guests to two
private dinner parties given by individuals and firms associated with
the Galles-la, but not to the public
dedication ceremony.
Carroll and his wife also were
honored guests at a dinner oartv
given Thursday night at Frankfort
Country Club given by Virago
Cooper, chairman of the State
Library Board.
Cooper was chairman of the board
that planned the new library with
Carroll.

If nothing else, this should heighten the entertainment value of some of our congressional camMr. Reagan's dedication to a balanced budget is
grounded on the simple economic principle that
there cannot be a stahle currency,tolerable interest
rates, and lasting prosperity until government
stops hogging the trough of our capital resources.
The logic of that position should be easy for
Republicans to sell out on the hustings.
Indeed, it may already be sold. The legislatures
of 31 states have supported a call for a constitutional convention to adopt a balanced-budget
amendment — just three short of the 34 required to
mandate the call. Such a convention, the first in
history since the Constitution was originally
adopted nearly two centuries ago, could be
politically explosive. Democratic stonewalling in
the House may have been enough to push three
more states into the convention column.
The irony is that the amendment which emerged
from the Senate was mild enough in its terms that
future congresses would find it not hard to live with,
The balanced-budget requirement could be waived.
by a three-fifths vote of the two houses during
peacetime, or by a simple majority vote in case of
war. And a deficit would be forgiven if it resulted
from tax collctions falling below expectations. Nor
would the amendment control the off-budget financing which already is a hidden avenue of federal
spending.
There may be an element of wishful thinking in
trying to subject the federal government to a constitutional rule against deficit spending, but a
balanced budget is a valid goal for a responsible
fiscal policy. House Democrats may have handed
the president a political defeat in denying him support of the amendment he sought, but they are
mistaken if they thnit they are now home free on the
"economic issue."

'Hill Street' set
deserves praise
"Hill Street Blues" keeps sweeping awards for its
tough-minded, deep cutting, bitingly contemporary
portrayal of men and women living under pressure
on both sides cif the law — and with good reason.
The characters are drawn with camera-like
honesty. The dialogue is as fresh as bread hot from
the oven. The actors are convincing. The situations
are woven with the headlines and reality.
But the show succeeds because it celebrates survivors and survival and living up to strong ideals
and values even when the cost is heavy.
It keeps reminding us that a war is going on in our
neighborhoods, and that there are brave men and
women fighting and serving on the front line 24
hours a day, 365 days a year. That fight is our fight
too. What we are fighting for — along with our lives
— is that great thing called civilization, and that it
is worth the fight.
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Peet govomere have eolooded
oemoloise to Wiese geverems.1.41111
of Ow oppeib party. Governor
Wads. Peed WOW Ismer Gm.
Lode R. Num Se the dedicatlea et the
Southern Parkway that Ness
started.
Goy. Num Melted Gov. Edward T
Breathitt M state tinctions as an
Moored guest
Ford she Invited tomer lighrway
Commiseimer Eugene Gees to the
&dinettes of the bypass at
he
that Goss started during the Num adMaharation
Gov. Carroll invited Ford to the
dedication of the Human Ftesources
building in Frankfort.
The Library is the lad ambler
building funded by the state. State
constnection provided several jobs
during the Carroll and Ford administrations and unemployment
figures were among the lowest in the
nation at the Urns. Federal sharing

Mode prirridod midi of this Mice
tkie mom woo epee& ea prefects
with aewrocurving cello
The Cael.Weet comereor read
bum UAL it/ an the WM to U.1 0
on the east provides ammo to the
led Is the Mom Resource@
vitae* travelling ea
1Prooktares busy stromelu TIM was
maw preyed for rroddert built
*ries the Owen mbidmistretiqa
The Brown adoeialeiratisa is
remedellog the °mow% Ilmoloa
aid buildlog a bypass au U.S. IV at
Alba that grill be et help to
Frankfort
Those hove netlike' to do with
cemetery to former admieistradons
Did someone say sophietketism'
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Haestkos is a service for
or
catboat. Its purpose Is Is anewer
queebone and solve persidema. It you
have a motion or a pnbiem not
umpired la them aims. mile to
limetline, 114 Emit Dayton $t., Wm
Alamodria, Ohio MOW You will
receive a prompt reply, but yes Milli
Whole a aell-addrewee4. stamped
envelope. The meat motel replies
will be piloted in this column
HEARTLINE We seniors have
time waiting for several years, since
the first hint of poesibtlity was mentioned, for Medicare to Mart pronib
viding coverage for items such as
•
hearing aide, eyeglasses and dentures. I haven't heard anything about
it lately. Are we to assume that this
type of coverage is no longer being
considered' If it is, could you tell us
what the status is right now'T Y
ANSWER. You are speaking of the
proposed H.R. 3837, "Expansion of
Medicare Services." If pared, it
would create a self-financing "Part
C" of Medicare to provide coverage
for prescription drugs, medical appliances such as hearing aids.
eyeglasses and dentures. and Wen_ trial physical examinations. It would
also provide for a monthly premium
"•
( which Medicare recipients would
If le is •
pay) equal to the Part B premium
and an additional deductible. It
would provide for 100 percent reimbursement for all services and appliances covered under the amended
Title XVIII of the Social Security Act
This proposed bill would also inf•
stituted a new Federal excise tax on
tobacco and alcohol products. This
•101511
.. Gads, Fine liern..
prepared bill is now pending in the
Committee on Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.
HEA,RTLINE: My father, who is e7
recovery may not occur without a
years old, lives in a senior apartment
further substantial decline in interest
building, and handles his own affairs,
rates."
will order absolutely anything
The bank lowered its growth
forecast for fourth-quarter gross na- through the mall. I was recently talk tional product to just 0.4 percent ing with him to find out if he has
from its earlier forecast of nearly 3 Medicare supplement insurance
percent. The Morgan economists policy and was totany flabbergasted
said interest rates "remain for- to learn that he has seven! I teal
lag
much about this type111111midably high."
,but could tell from reeding
In their weekly economic report,
a/ the policies that they aren't
economists at Chemical Bank indicated the most likely forecast, to worth a darn. He is not a wealthy
which they gave a 45 percent pro- man and really doesn't need to be
wasting his money on policies that ofbability rating, is one in which
"meaningful ecopomic recovery is fer little coverage and won't pay on
top of any other such policy He has
delayed until early 1983."
As their "first alternative," with a agreed to drop four of the policies
35 percent rating, the Chemical because I was able to make him
economists chose one saying understand that if one policy paid on
"stronger consumer pickup this a claim, these four would not pay
quarter removes need for inventory anything, which means that they
correction; production recovery would never pay. I would like to have
someone look at the other three and,
Marts fourth quarter."
According to Edward Yarderii, more or Is., tell us if they are good,
economist for the E.F. Hutton where their weak spotikgre and what
securities firm,"The recession inten- their good points are salhat we can
sified during the third quarter." And decide which one he should keep
the National Aasociation of Purchas- Where can we turn for this informaing Management found that "except tion' G.B.
ANSWER: To Heartline's Poiky
for the price picture, there wasn't
Evaluatio
n Service. Simply said a
any good news to be found in the
copy (not the original, if possible) of
economy in September."
Oddly, theme grim views were be- each policy you wish to have
ing maintained simultaneously with evaluated, along with $2.00 per policy
one of the most uproarious and to Heartline's Policy Evaluation, 114
bullish scenes ever witnessed in the East Dayton St., West Alexandria,
Ohio 45381.
Mock market.

YA

business mirror
NEW YORK (AP) — While the big
bull ring on Wall Street seldom was
more boisterous than last week, and
while President Reagan again
assured Americans that better times
were coming, a familiar thing occurred:
The timing of the economic
recovery once again was set back by
some of the most influential
forecasters.
That news might not seem
ominous, in view of the rather poor
record of forecasters, but it does
have some significance — most importantly, that the professionals
aren't impressed either by the
market or presidential assurances.
Walter Heller, the economist often
credited with being behind the big
tax cut that spurred the economy
during the early 1960s, told Congress

by john cunniff

that unemployment was likely to remain above 10 percent for months to
come.
Two days before, he and economist
George L Perry wrote in an analysis
for the National City Bank of Minneapolis that "the second-half
recovery we foresaw is simply not
materializing." They blamed high interest rates.
"Both theory and experience teach
that aggressive action by the Fed in
an economy with huge unemployment and excess capacity can bring
real rates down without reigniting inflation," they said
The Morgan Bank has lowered its
expectations for the final quarter of
the year. There is a growing conviction, the bank's economists say in
"The Morgan Guaranty Survey" just
published, "that appreciable

looking back into murray's past
Ten years ago
Officials of Planning Division of
Kentucky Highway Department said
today that project-planning for fourinning of Twelfth Street from present
four-lane at Sycamore to four-lane
which begins north of Murray is well
underway.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Elizabeth Murphey, 70, and James
King,67.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Thompson, Oct.
13, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Lee Hall,Oct. 14.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. Turnbow
will observe their 60th wedding anniversary on Oct. 20.
Bailey Gore was presented a plaque in recognition of his work with
Murray Little League Football Program by Charles Reed, director.
Twenty years ago
Dr. Robert Aisup spoke about
"Reading Difficulty: Possible
Causes and Corrections" at meeting
of International Reading Association
at Murray State College Elementary
Lab,according to Eula Mae Doherty,
association president.
Deaths reported include Robert W.
Puckett,90.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs.011ie Anderson,a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Brent Thompson and a boy to
6

Mr. and Mrs. Larry Darnell.
June Crider, A.G. Childers,
Patricia Parks, Buel Stalls, Nell Robbins, Mildred Stalls, Clover Cotharn,
Christine Kelly, Adelle Wilson,
Dorothy Boone, Thelma McDougal,
Bob Robbins, Maggie Woods,
Modelle Miller, Gussie Geurin, Irene
Mitchuson, Mildred Bell and Nettie
Klapp are officers of Murray Star
Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern
Star installed at a recent meeting.
Tirty years ago
The Roy Allison home and the
Richard Self home, both located near
New Concord, were destroyed by fire
on Oct. 16.
Deaths reported include Arwin
Eton McClure,39.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. William Bailey, Oct. 11,
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. C.B.
Underwood, Oct. 17.
Mrs. Elmus Beale and Mrs. H.P.
Wear presented a program about
"Ideals of the Old South" at meeting
of J.N. Williams Chapter of the
United Daughters of the Confederacy
held at the Beale home.
The Rev. H.P. Blankenship is
pastor of South Pleasant Grove
Methodist Church.
City Club men's shoes are listed as
selling for $9$a pair in ad for Family Shoe Store.

letter to the editor
To the Editor,
During National Newspaper Week,
October 10-16, I want to express my
appreciation to you and your news
staff at the Murray Ladner & The..
for the fine newspaper coverage
given our company during 1982.
The courtesy and consideration
given us in gathering news and informing the public demonstrates
your commitment to excellence.
In the future, we anticipate communicating public information will
be vital and newspapers will continue
to maintain an important role.
We wish you continued meccas in
the eighties
Sincerely.
Marvin W.Orgill
District Manager
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community events listed

Couple to observe 50th anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Honon
Byars, 513 South Eighth
St., will observe their
golden wedding anniversary on Friday,Oct. 22.
No formal celebration
is planned.
They were married
Oct. 22, 1932, in Calloway
County by the late Rev.
R.F. Gregory. Their attendants were Mr. and
Mrs. J.C. Paschall. Mrs.
Paschall was the former
Reba Byars.
Mrs. Byars, the former
Haughtie Chester, is the
daughter of the late Hardin and Georgia Chester.
Mr. Byars is the son of
the late Bennie and
Gleaner Byars.
They have one
daughter, Mrs. Jack
(Ave) Watkins, and three
grandsons, Mark, Ben
and Steve Watkins.
One son, Rex Albert,
died as an infant in 1935.

MY

Plans have been coinpleted for the wedding of
Miss Lisa Ann Garland,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Bert Junior Garland of
Murray, and Roy Glenn
Hill of Murray, son of the
Rev. and Mrs. W. Glenn
Hill of Jackson, Tenn.
The ceremony will be
performed on Friday,
Oct. 22, at 7 p.m. at
Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Church of
Hazel. The Rev. W. Glenn
Hill, father of the groomelect, will officiate.

Coopers have reunion
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Murray Moose Lodge
2011 is schedulr...d to have
a regular meeting at 8
p.m. With offieeritO meet
at7 p.m.
Calloway County
Homemakers annual day
will start with registration at 9:30 a.m. at Holiday Inn.
Wednesday,Oct. 20

C
C

$399

c VINYL In Stock
75.95

The family of the late
Mr. and Mrs. E.T. Cooper
gathered Sunday, Oct. 10,
at the Ellis Community
Center.
A potluck luncheon was
served.
Attending the event
were the following:
Mr. and Mrs. Dale
Sheridan, Mr. and Mrs.
Revel Haneline, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Tipton,
Marla Tipton, David Tipton, Patty Martin, Mr.
and Mrs. Jerry Sheridan,
Martie and Ricky
Sheridan, Mrs. Dennis B.
(Gail) Burkeen and
children, Jamie and Jen-

Jo Burkeen, Murray Today Editor
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contrail center 113-3314

Thasday,Oct. 1)
My,Oct.11
Moodily,Oct.18
Theta Department of Health Center, North western portion of
Murray Woman's Club Seventh and Olive Livestock and Exposition
will meet at 7:39 p.m. at Streets.
Center.
Calloway Public Library.
Singles Class of
Murray Civic Music
Murray Lodge No. 105 Association will preeag Seventh and Poplar
Free and Accepted Ballet Gran Folkloricode Church of Christ will
Masons will meet at 7:30 Mexico at8 p.m.in Lovett meet at 7 p.m. at church.
p.m. at lodge hall.
Auditorium, Murray
Murray TOPS (take off
State University.
Recovery, Inc., will
pounds sensibly) Club
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Tom Queen, Indian will meet at 7 p.m. at
missionary, will speak at Health Center.
7:30 p.m. at Hazel United
Methodist Church.
Free blood pressure
tests will be given from
Attending the brideSpecial sale of Brownie noon to 2 p.m. at Murray
elect will be Miss Sheri
Easley of Browns Grove, or Girl Scout uniforms, Seventh-Day Adventist
and Mrs. Beverly Hart of handbooks and other Church.
Murray, sister of the equipment will be from 7
to 8 p.m. at Murray Girl
Murray Optimist Club
bride-elect.
Mr. Hill will be attend- Scout Cabin, Sharpe is scheduled to meet at 6
ed by his grandfather, Street. For information p.m. at Joe's Family
Restaurant.
Hillman Coles of Hazel. call 489-2244.
Groomsman will be
Hearing Conservation
Senior Adults of First
Daryl Coles, also of
Program by Murray In- Baptist Church will leave
Hazel.
A reception will follow dependent and Calloway the church at 10:30 a.m.
County School Systems for fall foliage tour.
the ceremony.
All friends and will start today.
Baptist Bible Study will
relatives are invited to atTuesday,Oct. 19
be
at 6 p.m. at David Cuntend.
Returning Students ningham
home.
United will meet from
11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. in
Activities for senior
Roam 100, Ordway Hall, citizens
will be at 9:30
nifer, Mrs. Alma Cooper, Murray State.
a.m. at Dexter Center;
Mr. and Mrs. James
Christian Women's from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Cooper, Jeanne, Mark
Club
of Murray, Ken- Hazel and Douglas
and Jeffrey Cooper, Kim
tucky,
will have a "Stitch Centers; and from 10
Mars.
In Time" luncheon at Col- a.m. to 3 p.m. at Ellis
Center.
Mr. and Mrs. Burie onial House Smorgasbord
Special performance
from
noon
to
2
p.m.
Haneline, Mrs. Gary
children by Ballet
for
Haneline, Dean and Scott
Music Department of Gran Folkloric° de MexHaneline, Mr. and Mrs.
Artie Hemline, Amanda Murray Woman's Club ico, supported by Murray
and April Haneline. Mr. will meet at 7:30 p.m. at Civic Music Association,
will be at 9 a.m. at Lovett
and Mrs. J.T. Tidwell, club house.
Auditorium, Murray
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie
Murray Assembly No.
Parker, Teresa and Tam- 19 Order of the Rainbow State University.
my Parker, Mr. and Mrs. for Girls will meet at 7
Murray State UniversiTerrell Tidwell, Heather p.m. at lodge hall.
ty
Wind Ensemble will
Tidwell, Mr. and Mrs.
present a concert at 8
Rodney Tidwell and
Alcoholics Anonymous p.m. in ballroom of
Garth Tidwell.
will meet at 8 p.m. in University Center.

Wedding to be Friday
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Monday,Oct. 11
Murray Chapter of Professional Secretaries Internationel (PSI) will
meet at 7 p.m. in
Mississippi Room,
University Center, Murray State.
Bluegrass State CB
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Joe's Family
Restaurant.

Mr. and Mrs. Ho/Ion Byars

PETER 0 TOOLE
JESSICA HARPER

Ktscry Ledges & runes

J.N. Williams Chapter
of United Daughters of
Confederacy is scheduled
to meet at 1:30 p.m. at
home of Dr. Helene H.
Visher.
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Women of Murray
Moose Lodge 2011 are serving dinner between 6
and 7 p.m. at lodge hall.

RIM LATEX FLA'

7

7:15,9:10

Ladies Golf Awards
Banquet at Murray Country Club will open with a
social hour at 6 p.m.
followed by dinner at 7
p.m.
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Ladies of Oaks Country
Club will play bridge at
9:30 a.m. with Florence
Hensley as hostess and
have a luncheon at noon
with Dulcie Douglass and
Delma Trotter as
hostesses.
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FIVE GENERATIONS — Mrs. Ethel Clark Rogers, Murray, seated right,
holds her great-great-grandson, Nathan Scott of Frankfort. Seated next to her Is
her daughter and Nathan's great-grandmother, Mrs. W.D. (Violet Rogers)
Kelley of Hopkinsville. Standing left is Mrs. Larry (Gale Kelley) Powers of
Frankfort, grandmother of Nathan, and standing right is Mrs. Andy (Dianne
Powers) Scott of Frankfort, mother of Nathan, daughter of Mrs. Powers,granddaughter of Mrs. Kelley and great-granddaughter of Mrs.Rogers.

EVERY TUESDAY
IS

Calloway County Interagency Conference
will meet at 3 p.m. in
community room of
Calloway Public Library.
Note change from
regular date.
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.

TACO TUESDAY

TREATY
The 1902 Treaty of
Vereeniging ended the
South African (Boer)
-War.

2 CRISPY TACOS
For

International Reading
Association will meet at 4
p.m. in Special Education
Building, Murray State
University.

99c

Nobs Discoont Shoe
1303 Chestnut
Norm,Ky. 42071

Offer Good All Day— No Coupons— No Lissit
10-5 daily 10-6 Fri.

.At All Areco

TACO JOHN'S
NOW OPEN IN MURRAY—MI N.—ACROSS FROM STADIUM

It JACKSON
GRAHAM
For The Particular Man
DOWNTOWN MURRAY

Nome Brood Shea
for the entire fondly
et discount picas
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datebook
Tennis ploy Tuesday
Group C of Lathes Tennis of Murray Country Oub
will play Tuesday, Od.. 19, from 11 sun. W 12:38
p.m.atKeislake TanisCaster.the gram
meet
at WM am.at Dakota Feed and Grain.ishaltass
willheDeume Parker and Debbie Wier.
The limp will be as follows: Court Ons — Annetts Alesander, Vickie Holton, Catby Mattis and
Cindy Dunn; Court Two — Renee Wynn,Kathy Kapwad,Alice Rouse and Cecelia Brock.

Oaks women plan events
The women Of the Oaks Country Oub will combine bui with pleasure on Wednesday, Oct. It
ie Will be played at 9:30 a.m. with Florence
irsissley, 753-0437,as hostess. Mary Wells,ladies methinks chairman, has called a burdness meeting
following the note luncheon with new officers to be
elected.
Dulde Douglass, 753-368, and Dolma Trotter,
753-5545, will be chairmen of the committee for the
ladies day luncheon to be served at noon and reservations should be made immediately. Other
hostesses will be Mildred Dunn, Cindy Dyer, Louise
Miller, Martha Pitman, Norma Workman,Paulette
Reed, Sheila James, Ruth Calhoun, Jill Mathis,
Elizabeth Vaughn, Marjorie Garland, Jo Ann
Mischke, Ruth Brandon, Doris Johnson, Belinda
Elliott, Betty Lowry, Rebecca Taylor, Juana
Lovett, Melissa McKendree, Vicki Jones and Candy
Webb.

Conference Wednesday
Calloway County Interagency Conference will
meet Wednesday, Oct. 20, at 3 p.m. in community
room of Calloway Public Library,according to Gale
B. Cornelison, coordinator. The meeting date was
changed because of the KPGA Convention.
Pat Robinson and Carol Julian of the League of
Women Voters will present the program. This conference is for all helping agencies in the city and
county and for information call Mrs. Cornelision,
753-5131, Extension 148.

Reading group to meet
The International Reading Association will meet
Wednesday, Oct. 20, at 4 p.m. in the Special Education Building, Murray State University. Dr. Janice
Hooks will conduct a workshop on "Making Your
Own Book," and all interested persons are invited
to attend, a spokesman said.

Homemakers meet Tuesday
The Calloway County Homemakers Club will
have its annual meeting on Tuesday, Oct. 19, at the
Holiday Inn. Registration will start at 9:30 a.m. and
the program at 10 a.m. Coleman White, assistant
director for 4-H at University of Kentucky, Lexington, will be guest speaker.

planneet

•MemP.

A one-day trip to Memphis, Tenn., for senior
citizens has been scheduled by Toopie Thomas,tour
director, on Thursday, Oct. 28. This will include a
tour of Graceland, Elvis Presley's home, and Mud
Island Park on the Mississippi River. The cost will
be $27 which includes bus fare and cost of the tours.
The bus will leave the parking lot at North Fourth
and Walnut Streets at 7 a.m. For reservations call
753-8274.

Ensemble concert Tuesday
Murray State University Wind Ensemble,
directed by Dr. Gerald L. Welker, will present its
opening performance of the 1982-83 concert season
on Tuesday, Oct. 19, at 8 p.m. in the ballroom of the
University Center. The program will include five
works with mezzo-soprano Kay Gardner Bates,
assistant professor of voice,featured as soloist.
Selections will inciyde "Symphony No. 2"
(Primeval Light), "Petroushka Suite," "Lincolnshire Posy," "Geschwindmarschby
Beethoven" and "From A Dark Millennium.
Welker said the public is invited to attend the concert at no admission charge.

Auxiliary plans meeting
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Auxiliary will
meet Wednesday, Oct. 30, at 10 a.m. in third floor
classroom of hospital. Ruth Eversmeyer will present an orientation program and a business meeting
will follow.
JOHN DILLINGER SHOT
In 1934, gangster John Dillinger was shot dead in
Chicago by FBI agents.

Women are selected for honors for business women's week by club
*saw AMIDisileerahlp. tooled the ['stocky
Ms"women at diabo- licksol if Ikeiting et Lanand le a neareer
lism" is a charter
bat Wanes.
siisalrer al des Maim at
lire Dun Is a amalsor
IMiloW Mb. the is a
seanher et the .—
Degaset a the Murray Wawa's CIO and
also Las served as
numeral weariest et the
chip.
Slain* Brown sad
AVM. McDaniel said
they way planed Os F'
seat this honer Of Wenn
el Distiatits Is Mrs./twin who hos gives ao
mac of her time and
talent to her home, work,
church,and civic duties.

The aims, Ilenirees
and Prot•ssi•nal
Welliell'S Club has
*elected a Basieess
Weems Of the year, a
Wawa el Distinction,
sal a Maass wanesfar
each day in showman'Of
Nati•sal Business
Women's Chub.
As Met) McDaniel
was named as Sieeiress
Women Of the year (as.
Aar!on MP2).
Named as Woman of
Distinction for the year
llItt by members of the
club was Myrtle Wall Erwin, wife of Harry Erwin
of Murray. This was announced at the prayer
breakfast at' the club an
Sunday morning at
Boston Tea Party.
Mn. Erwin retired as
office manager Of Ryan
Milk Company after 30
years of service. She has
served as a Sunday
School teacher for 35
years at First Baptist
Church where she is a
member of the Whill and
helped to organize the

Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Tuesday,
Oct. 12, was for 160 adults
and four in nursery.
Newborn admissions
were Tina Sexton and
baby girl, Rt. 8, and
Rhoda Farris and baby
boy, 125 S. Jenkins,
Mayfield.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Mark Allen Eipps, Rt.
7, Benton; Debra J. Goodman and baby girl, Rt. 4;
Laura N. Lee and baby
girl, 1)5 Embassy Apts.;
Billy J. Waldrop, Rt. 1,
Sedalia; David L.
Thompson, 1521 Oxford
Dr.
Jason C. Riley, Rt. 7,
Mayfield; Laura S.
Paschall, Rt. 4; Robert
Mason, Dexter; James

one HOUR
DRY

cLeaneRs
CIrd bopping Gator
Spies 711.... so 1:114 p.Pew 753-9373

Shirts
Laundered and pressed
to ;writ tion

3 for

399

sum us

Mi. MN
The sweatshirt to dress-up sn by Ann
Simmons• 100% cotton putiover
with long sleeves Meseta S.11.1
Sale 111.11111 Reg $21 From the Per
Four* collection Cotton stripe
tang sleeve pullover wail crew
neck. Misses' S.M.L sites
Ws $111 Reg $20 Cotton
cardigan with 3/1 length thieves
in lots of fashion coicirs Misses
S,k4,L sizes

Lovell, Rt. 8; Ruby Ann
Lickert, Rt. 1, Puryear,
Tenn.; Ruth Key, Rt. 5,
Paris,Tenn.
Glenda Garner, Rt. 6;
Cheryl J. Elkins, Rt. 5;
Brenda J. Dunnaway, Rt.
3; Lucas Gregory Miller,
903 North lath St.; Hall
Chambers, 705 Rosenwald, South Fulton,
Tenn.; Lonzo T. Calbxe,
Ftt. 5.
Alice Parker, Ftt. 1,
Paris, Tenn.; Mary Jane
Grogan, Rt. 1,
Robert Porter Hutchens,
715 Sycamore St.; Shellie
Latimer, Rt. 1. Puryear,
Tenn.; Albert Crawford
McNeely, Lynn Grove.
Luther Nance, 809 ShaWa Cicle; Melo Paschall,
Hazel; Ada Roland, Rt. 5;
Herman Smith, Rt. 1,
Dexter; Jettie Smith, Rt.
3.

Fruit mold recipe listed

Fruit Molds
Readers have asked us
how to use the juice left
from canned fruit; here's
one way.
Leftover fruit juice
from a 16-ounce can
apricot halves packed
without sugar
Leftover fruit juice
from a 16-ounce can mixed fruits packed without
sugar
Orange juice
1 envelope unflavored
gelatin
Membrane-free sections from 2 medium

dkosmo at

and =Dm infasse Gam tie asseallso Ilia aides erganintisne Is the way saga aid dila!
ceismalty.
ed a dessieuesdalilia
Wet recently Mrs Of the Maim Pestailka.

All our cotton
sweaters are
20% off.

Buis=
Weems Of Day
Named as business
woman of the day for
Monday, Oct. 18, was
Marjorie Shroat Dann
who has been employed
at the Bank of Murray for
35 years,starting work on
Feb. 30, 1647. She has the
poidtion of vice president,
Is a graduate of Murray
State University, has at-

Local patients named

By CEOLY
BROWNrrling
— AP Fond Editor
FAMILY SUPPER
Corned Beef& Cabbage
Mashed Potatoes
Cookies

smorol oemairs cow Dims

Founder's Day Sale

Save '17.25
on our 2-pc.
Comfort Suit.
Sale 68.75

oranges
Ins 2-cup measure stir
together leftover fruit
juice from apricots and
mixed fruits; add enough
orange juice to make 2
cups.
In a medium bowl
sprinkle gelatin over 'A
cup of the juice mixture
and let stand to soften for
about 5 minutes. Heat remaining juice mixture to
boiling; add to gelatin
mixture; stir vigorously
until gelatin dissolves.
Add orange sections.
Chill until partly
thickened. Stir to
distribute orange sections; tiwn into individual
molds (1-3rd or /
1
2 cup
size). Chill to set. Unmold
before serving and garnish as desired. Makes 6
servings.

\

Meg. Mt The suit that lets you more in
comfort Tailored in a stretch fabric of
Today* Dacron* poiyeehr iron,
Klopman Textured Wovens Slack has a
fisixibie waistband for less bind mom
give Coordinating }ticket Mon s sizes
regular short and tong Also sold
separately
Jacket. Reg $80 Sale $46
Slacks Reg $21 Sate 19.71
Sitio prksais effective through Sianday

t
ARTCRAFT
PHOTOGRAPHY
Christmas-Portraits
FILM PROCESSING

111 S. Ink St.
i

7534135
‘

Anita Smith
of Murray
lost 22 lbs.
in 6 weeks

Pants,
Skirts,
and
Sweaters

Of the First Baptist
Chimed'.•sessaber el the
Seta Depertioust Of the
Money W'sClub.is
civic charisma at the

Anita decided to come to
Diet Center after a
friend told her that she
had lost vrieght with the
Diet Center program.
Six weeks later Anita
looks and feels much
better.
She couldn't have made
a wiser decision...

Save '3
to '23
Saleil5.20Reg $119 Stafford"' Harris tweed
sportcoat Hand-woven 100% wool Solids
or fancies Men's sizes
Sale 111NIReg $15 Gentry* fitted long sleeve
dress shirt 2-button cuff. V-hemmed chest
pocket Poly/cotton ins choice of solid
colors Men's sizes
Saki 14.40 Reg $18 Traditional button-down
long sleeve dress shirt Cotton/poly Oxford
Plus fabric for a traditional look and easy
care Solid colors in men's sizes
Sale prices offsicsreis through Sunday

Mae

YOU CAN
00 IT TOO'

753-0020
11-5:311 Set. 10-1

NO CONTRACTS
NATURAL 11000S
NO SNOTS
NO DRUGS

JCPenney
0111Mit, J. C Olorapy Coommasey.

641 Ilectk The Mop

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray. Kentucky
Catalog Phone(502) 7594080
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OPEN DAILY 9-9;SUNDAY 9-6

hid*designs are
helping csessivitioe

SALE MONDAY THRU SATURDAY

4:=0 ir•-•
CENTER

FEDERAL:

•K mart Firearms and
Ammunition Policy

5.94-7.68

Fueerrin and snuriunitson era soid
in 'arc* corrspirance earth Federal.
State and local laws AS Purina«
rnust to lucked up in psssan.
Purchaser of firearms molt IMP
reorient of State in kohl* *won
an told.

Federal Confetti,* Cartridges'
HI-shock', soft-point bullets are available
in choice of 30-30_308,.243,.270, 30-06
and .35 calibers. Handy cartridge carrier
for pocket or belt. 20 rounds. Save now.

,

ATLANTA (AP) — The
American Society of
Heating, Refrigerating
and Air-Conditioning
Engineers, Inc., says it is
achieving energy cornerTaboo through the design
and construction of
energy -efficient
buildings.
As an incentive, the
organization has
-established an annual
Energy Awards Program
to recognize engineers
who have achieved
substantial energy cost
savings while maintaining occupant comfort
through building design
and the application of
new technologies.
The society says its
two-year-old program is
already demonstrating
the value of a variety of
field-tested energy conservation techniques that
are being incorporated
into building construction.

ACES®

AL.

BOBBY WOLFF

299.97

Lift,

PAINTING AND PISNING
UCINSIS SOW IN MOST
SPORTING GOODS MITS.

1

a,

7400 Semiautomatic Rifle'
4-Shot magazine rifle features
straight-line stock with checkering. Cross bolt for safety
30/06, .243 and

336C Lever-action Rifle'
sMigichrt:_oovtecab:
barrel a,nd deluxe
capacity. American
n
walnut stock.

159.97

94 Winchester" 30/30 Carbine•
Popular, lever-action centerfire rifle with 6-shot magazine,20" barrel. Handsomely finished stock.

Our Reg.39.97

Our Reg. 10.97

29.97

8.97

4x12mm Rifle Scope
Blue finish with coated, sealed
optics for "fog proof- image
Metered locking adjustments.
Our 49.97, 3x- 9x32mm Scope,39.97

Black Vinyl Gun Case
Lint-tree cotton lining, plastic
handle and I.D holder. Save!
Our 12.97, Scope Model Case,9.97

"Fortune is the rod of the
weak, and the staff of the
brave." — James Russell
Lowell.
West finds good fortune
when his opening lead hits
the jackpot. However, fortune itself is not enough;
West must also resist an
impulsive play.
Given the strong bidding
by North-South, West reasons it's time to be aggressive. So he leads the spade
ace in hopes of finding gold
in that suit. East signals violently with the spade 10 and
West's wish comes true. He
leads his second spade to
East's king and East returns
a third round which declarer ruffs with the queen.
Should West overruff now or
should he wait?
If he overruffs now, he
will lose all that he accomplished with his inspired
opening lead. His side gets
two spades and the king of
trumps, but declarer gets
the rest.
What happens,if rdec,1514-gr
overt-11fl
discarci a club instead of
ing? Ills IC-10-7 Of
trumps now sit behind
declarer's A-J-9-4-3 and
regardless of how declarer
squirms and fidgets, he cannot avoid the loss of two
trump tricks.
Why take one trump trick
10-18-A
NORTH
40QJ5
9862
*A4
•A K 1072

1 Size Fits AN
One
Size
Fits All

EAST
4E109842
IP 5
•10 7 3
41tQJ5

Al
R 10 7
*9 8 6 5 2
86 4

SOUTH
+73

WD-40° Lubricant

1.47?9i;Reg

Reg.
Our
3.975.97

Vinyl Safety Vest

Heat Seat

Blaze orange vest for
outdoor activities. Save!

Fluorescent orange/camouflage. Holds body heat.
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Rebate
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Rebate
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deer emblem. Save!
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Handy Truck Gun Rack

Wool/acrylic/nylon. Grey,
orange top. Fit 10-13
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Thermal Underwear

Thermal Stretch Socks

Adjusts to fit easily,
quickly on truck window.
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rts, choose the major.
e fifth club tips the scales
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Gun Carrying Straps

Gun Cleaning Outfit

Handsome leather straps
with
back.

Everything to clean all
rifles and shotguns.
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Prevention!
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Why Take A
Chance?
call Chimney

Our

27.97 M.7
blade,
fixed
fix Sheath.
Folding orsteel.
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Quality Hunting Knives

Our Reg. 2.57
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Roomy Vinyl Poncho
52x80" waterproof poncho fits into a pocket.

641 N. Murray, Ky

At
Sweeps
762-4792

or

4354348
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Brothers top expectorators in contest

DISCUSSING PROMOTION — Jahn Nap(W),ado maw and awe
Turner (right), vice preident of Turner Dairies,deemsthe helheamieg
ty Cbek'd Dairy-St. Jude Childres's Hansard' Hospital advertising promotion
with Danny Thomas,St. Jade founder.

'Stubborn old woman'won't
give up Louisville farm land
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — As long as
Virginia Moore lives,
suburban Louisville is going to have a touch of
country-style living, complete with grazing
livestock.
Mrs. Moore needs only
to look out the window to
see where urban sprawl
has eaten into her 200acre estate. She is determined to protect what is
left.
It's a battle Virginia
Moore has been waging
the past few decades
against commercial
developers.
"I guess they think I'm
a stubborn old woman,"
said Mrs. Moore, the 85year-old owner of Golden
Maxim Farm. "They just
keep trying, and I just
keep saying no."
The farm, about eight
miles east of downtown
Louisville, is nestled between a huge shopping
center and an apartment
complex. It's bounded on
one side by Interstate 64
and on another by 1-264,
also known as the Watterson Expressway.
Horses graze on green
pastures divided by
whitewashed fences.
Nearby, an elderly
caretaker heaves an armful of garden tools onto
his shoulder and carries
them across the yard past
a creekstone farmhouse.
Inside, Mrs. Moore sits
in a rocking chair and
repeats her vow that she
never will sell the place.
Dozens of commercial
developers have approached ber with offers
to buy parcels of the land.
Some of. them want to
build office buildings or
condominiums, and
others discount stores.
One would like to erect an
amusement park on the
land.
One Louisville real
estate agent, who asked
that he not be identified,
said he wouldn't be surprised if the land was
worth as much as $25,000
an acre. He added that
the property could be
worth much more — as
much as $80,000 an acre
— if it were split into
parcels and developed as
a subdivision.
Gayle Bailey, an agent
with Paul Semonin Co.,
gave a lower estimate.
He said that because the
market currently is soft,
the property probably
would bring just $10,000
an acre.
Mrs. Moore has managed the farm's finances by
herself for the past three
years, since her husband,
Clayton, 89, moved to a
nursing home.
Urban development
has gobbled up about 80
acres of the 200-acre
estate she inherited from
her mother in 1929. In
most cases, the Moores
were virtually powerless
to stop it.
"We knew we had to
sell it or it would be condemned," said Mrs.
Moore, "and we didn't
want It condemned."
Developers bought a
cornfield on the farm's
north side and built an
apartment complex.
They bought an alfalfa

field on its south side and
built Lincoln Income Life
Insurance Co. and
Breckenridge Square
shopping center.
The government
bought a strip along the
east to widen
Breckenridge Lane and a
strip along the south edge
to widen the Watterson
Expressway.
Bowman Field, a nearby commuter airport,
was expanded again and
again to handle more
planes. Then came shops,
fast-food restaurants and
an eight-theater cinema
complex.
"I have to keep storm
windows on the house all
year to cut out the traffic
noise," said Mrs. Moore.
It was a hard lesson to
learn. Now, Mrs. Moore
says developers won't get
another acre of her farm
— no matter what kind of
sales pitch they use.
Jack Huston, a
gardener who has "bird
and worked at Golden
Maxim since 1929, said if
that's what Mrs. Moore
has decided, then that's
the way it will be.
"They can come out
here all they want to,"-he
said,"but it's not going to
do them any good."
While just about two
dozen horses are boarded
at the farm now, Mrs.
Moore and her husband
once kept nearly 100

thoroughbreds there.
They also bred their own
horses and raced them at
tracks in New Orleans,
she said.

Illy THOMAS/ WATSON
Ametibiled Preen Weller
BLOOMTIOLD, Ky.
(AP) — Al and DO
Om* Maw they midi
be to the thick of the caw
petition at the Illmenfield
Tobacco Festival's
"World's Cimeeleaship
Tobacco Spitting Costut." but Metal considered a tie-breaker for
the tide.
Whoa all the spitting
had been done Saturday,
the two Evaoseille,
brothers we deadlodied.
Al Brandt, 20, an
employee of General
Electric in Evansville,
had propelled streams of
tobacco juice 23,23 and 22
feet in his three expectorations, and Bob, IS, a
student at Indiana
Southwest, had the semi
scores.
Bob Brand who holds
the Indiana tobacco spitting record of 32 feet, said
It was not unusual for the
two brothers to find
themselves virtually unchallenged for championship tobacco spitting
trophies.
"That's the way it
always is," he said. "But
I didn't expect either of
us would break any
records here because
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SOYBEANS
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RAILROAD AIM

PUMPIC124 PAWN — lewd pumpidne robed
by Virgil Darnell of Murray nage from 141 peewits
to 175.

Southern States

According to the U.S. Labor
Department's Bureau of Labor
Statistics, newspaper price increases averaged 8.7 percent,
which is less than the consumer
price index rise of 8.9 percent.

SOUTHERN
BELLE

IT.

SAY.M

Tobacco Stripping Demonstration
Tbersilirf, October 21st
8:20-neen

No. 1
Tobacco
Stripper

Strip

Perfect choice
for double-crop
Extreme early
maturity plus top
yield potential

GREAT PUMPKIN — Tracey and Jenny Henry
try to hide behind a 110-pound pumpidn grown by
their grandfather George Robinson.

910111lAKER SKID CO.
4tii and Chesturt
Ahem, Ky. 42071
753-7666

Concrete, Pea Grovel,
FEDERAL
MATERIALS

Industrial Road — Behind Swift Roofing Co.
Burley and Dark Tobacco will be Demonstrated

AMIN&

753-3355

America's No.I llorst Sales.
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Buy a new Case farm tractor... choose

special Case

TEST YOUR ANIMALS
(Pig - Dog - Horse - C.et • Cow - Gest)
for Worms...

I.

FREE!
financing for up to 48 months
You have the option of choosing 88% A P R hnanang with any of our new Case 90 senes farm 1raclors purchased
between September 1 and October 31 1982 Purchase must be finanoad through J I Case Credit Corporation

at Buchanan Feed

ik *4 44
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McKEEL EQUIPMENT CO.
503 Walnut

Attend the Purina-Westside Veterinary Worm Clinic
Saturday, Oct. 23
8 a.m.-Noon

753-3062

Es.

ALSO: We will dip dogs FREE
for ticks and fleas
(same day)

BUCHANAN FEEDS
753-5378

isidestriel Rd..
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Murray State
observes 50th
homecoming

•

the parade approaches the court square
martha layne collins
lieutenant governor

mike o'cain talks strategy with winston ford
adron doron and harry lee waterfield
parade grand marshals

parachutist delivers game boll to referees
donna herndon
alumni affairs director

1'44.1

lift WI MN %I. A,.. 1.1:1N;tx a
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muffay state university marching band

rodeo club float

murroy high school bond

shrine,clowns

colloway county high school bond

ty
sb
o
pho
Stoff Gordon,
Jennie ireis,
Gog Recta
Sonaes
Mott
ond

u.s. army notional guard
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Cigars turning stale as Racer losing continues
Invariably, after every Murray State home football game,coach Frank Beamer treks to the lockerroom beneath Roy Stewart Stadium and retrieves a
briefcase from the
brown, suitcase-looking
trainer's office.
Although it appears he's leaving town, Beamer's
case only contains a few winning essentials —
cigars.
For the past five weeks, however, he's retrieved a
lone cigarette from within the case. The cigars remain in their wrappers.

01=111.••••

covering
all fields
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor

Passing out cigars — a victory tradition Beamer
started with his players during last year's 8-3
season — has been largely ignored this fall. The
Racers are suffering from a 1-5 campaign and
smoke-filled lockerrooms have become a thing of
the past.
Yah,the cigars are getting stale," a despondent
Beamer said at the post-game press meeting. "It's
been a long, long time since we passed those out."
Saturday was no different.

season but Alford had two blocked in Saturday's
game.
One was blocked and gave the Raiders possession
on Murray's 37 and the other was blocked and
recovered in the end zone by MTSU's Jimmy
Roberto for the Raiders first touchdown.
Halftime stats showed the Racers punting five
times for a 19-yard average. But not pinning the loss
on any individual, Alford did finish the day with a
38.7 yard punting average on six kicks — not bad for
his first day on the job.
But while Alford was still kicking, eight other
Racers were not.
Beamer lost the services of starting safety Ralph
Robinson in the first quarter to a lower back injury;
two tailbacks — Tony Moore and Terry Suggs —
were sidelined early; wide receiver John Walsh suffered a torn rotator cuff in the first half; defensive
guard Rick Gearhart hyper-extended an elbow;
starting tight end Bart Robinson went down as did
two defensive ends — Stephan Jones and Tod
Surber, both with knee injuries.
Progress reports on each injury will be determined later this week and it's not known yet who will be
sidelined for Saturday's home game against
Southwest Missouri.
Whatever the case, the Racers are in dire need of
a victory — five if they want to finish above .500 for
the year.
As MSU assistant coach Keith Jones said after
Saturday's game,"The breaks have got to start going our way sometime. It seems like last year we
had all the breaks and this year it's just the opposite. We've got some great kids though and we're
going to keep hanging in there."

Middle Tennessee fleeced the Racers, 27-9, at
Murray State's homecoming, and the bright spots
were few and far between for the hometovmers.
Beamer told his team before the game he was
tired of losing. By now he must be exhausted.
"You've got to give credit to Middle Tennessee.
They outplayed us and beat us," Beamer noted, and
later added, "Losing sure hurts. The worst thing
though is the fact that some of these kids are giving
such great efforts and they're not getting rewarded.
Right now we're playing hard on faith."
Some of the Racers whose faith was hanging
tough Saturday included receiver Stan Trice and
kick return specialist Ronald Hopkins.
Trice caught 11 passes for 175 yards — the most
by any MSU receiver this year — and Hopkins did
' his usually dependable job returning five kickoffs
for 122 total yards, plus he blocked a field goal and
returned it nine yards.
But whereas the Racers had a few individual
standouts, they had more than their share of disappointments.
Lee Alford replaced senior punter David Tuck
because "Alford's a little quicker than David and
Middle has such a good rush," according to
Beamer. Tuck had had only one punt blocked all

Racer-Raider
game statistics

••••

10 0 10 7—r
Middle Teassesse
0 3 0 6— 11
Murray flate
Scoriag Playa
MT—PG Potter 33
MT—Roberto 16 blocked punt return
(Potter kick)
MUR—FG Lancaster 39
MT—Jolly 4 peas from Hamby Potter kick)
MT—PG Potter ID
MT—Baker 41 rue 1Potter kick 1
MUR—Umstesd 7 pass from Ford
r pass tailed)
First downs
Rushes-yards

MT
16
40-353

MUR
13
3143

Passing yards
Retzum yards
Passes
Punts
Fumbles-lost
Penalties-yards
Time of Possession

117
ni
75
11
0424 31414
441
140
4-3
44
646
146
31:14
U:*

INDIVIDUAL STATIFI1C30
RUSHING—Middle Tennessee, Hall
21407, Baker PUS Murray. Jefferson
12-30, Terrence 7-35
PASSING—Ulddle Tennessee, Ham-'
by 1-134103. Murray,Ford 11-31-2111
RECEIVING—Middle Tennessee,
Jolly 344, Little 344. Murray, Trice 11175, Biggers 3-10.

RIFLED — Middle Tennessee defender Jimmy Roberto (52) can't find the handle on a Winston Ford pass
during Saturday's Murray State Homecoming game. Unfortunately for the Racers, Stan Trice (81) couldn't
find the handle either although he caught 11 passes for 175 yards against the Raiders. Providing triple
Staff photo by Jim Rector
coverage on Trice were Dennis Mix (21) and James Griffin (20).

Record field participates

MSU link title won by cord check
They had to match
scorecards Friday to
determine the men's winners in the 1982 Murray
State University
Homecoming scramble
golf tournament at the
Murray Country Club.
Two teens were tied
with 14-under par 58s at
the end of the 18 holes
played.
DavidBuckingham,
Mike tlpiton,
(Red) Howe, Jr., all Of
Murray, and Jim Brannon of Memphis, Tenn.,
made up one team.

Calloway runners capture second,fourth
As a prelude to the and seven girls squads,
regional cross country among which the Lady
meet Saturday at Mar- Lakers placed fourth.
Madisonville won the
shall County High, the
Calloway County Lakers boys competition with 32
placed second in the points, but Calloway
Christian County Invita- ranked second with 54.
CCHS coach Jim Nix contional.
The weekend meet tends his team may have
featured 10 boys teams scored better if one of his
FRAMED
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top runners, Paul Vought,
hadn't been sidetracked
because of an ill-marked
course.
"Paul was leading the
entire field at the 2-mile
marker but then he and a
Christian County runner
took a wrong turn and he
ran 800 yards before they
(race officials) made him
go back," Nix said.
Vought still placed 17th
overall and fifth among

the Laker runners despite place finish followed by
teammates Melissa
the additional distance.
Scoring for the Lakers Miller (15th), Kris Miller
were Barry Knight (5th), (22nd), Bonnie Hutchens
Mike Wicker (6th), Mark ( 26th) and Jenny
Thorn (12th), and Mike Richardson (28th).
Saturday both CCHS
Harlan (14th).
Clarksville Northwest teams will compete in the
won the girls competition Marshall County regional
with 50 points and the meet which begins at 9
Lady Lakers'97 total was a.m.
good enough for fourth.
Pam Knight led the
CCHS girls with a sixth

TABERS BODY
SHOP

Making up the other
was Tom Austin, Jerry
Morris, Ray Worth and
Larry Hill, all of
Paducah.
When tournament
manager R. T. (Buddy)
Hewitt, Murray State's
golf coach, compared the
two cards on a matchplay bases, it was the
Buckingham-HoltonHowe-Brannon team that
won with its eagle 3 on the
4w-yard first hole.
Finishing third and only one stroke back at 11under-par was the Benton
team of Wilburn Sins,
Mickey Sins, Mike Cartwright and Bob Cartwright.
Among the ladies and
posting an 11-under-par
64 was a team of Murrayans, Velvet Jones,
Carolyn Caldwell, Jennifer Crouse and Wanda
Brown.
A record field of 208
Murray State alumni,
former students and supporters played in the
tournament,the 13th such

women with her tee shot
14 inches from thr :rap, on
the 155-yard,3-par second
hole.
In the putting contest,
Tim Miller of Murray
was the winner after a
"putt-off" with Max
Bain. Both had holed
their one-attempt shots at
the 45-foot contest putt
before playing in the tournament.
Red Culp, fcittner Murray basketball player,
won the award for traveling the greatest distance,
coming from Raleigh,
N.C., and Thelma Echert
The long drive contest, won the attendance prize.
on the 8th hole was won
by Don Martin of
Frankfort, Ill., and a
1978-79 Racer team
member. Another former
Racer, Kevin Klier
Napierville, Ill., also was
among the winners, takVIRGINIA WATER,
ing the closest-to-the-pin England (AP) —
award on the 190-yard, 3- Severiano Ballesteros of
par 17th hole.
Spain beat Britain's SanDiane Villanova of dy Lyle at the 37th hole to
Murray won the closest- retain the Suntory World
to-the-pin contest for the Match Play golf title.

Ballesteros
retains title

Lanning endures Triathlon course

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Two wrong turns, two
flats and a two-hour starting delay marred Adam

Lanning III's Music City
Triathlon, but the over-50
trophy he won afterwards
made the whole trip
worth while.

Godfather's

24 Hour Wrecker Service
1301 Chestnut
753-3134
WE DELIVER
AFTER 5:00 P.M.

753-0023

Ron&
Joyce's

SIRLOIN S'IlICKAIDE

Lanning, a Murray
State professor and
marathonerextraordinaire, competed
against 33 other participants in Sunday's
swim-ride-and-run competition in Nashville,
Tenn.
The group was scheduled to swim across a section of Percy Priest Lake
at 7 a.m., but thick fog
prevented the start of the
race until two hours later.
By then, the
temperature, which was
38 degrees at 5:30 a.m.,
had crawled a few

,S1LaircLAst,w

Monaay Special Chicken Fried Steak $229
with Soap & Salad Bar $2"
Soup and Said Bar Only $1"

DAILY FLIGHTS BETWEEN MURRAY AND NASHVILLE

Tuesday Special 6 oz. Sirloin Steak $229
with Soup & saw Bar $2"
Soup IL Salad Bar only $1 99

event held during the
MSU Homecoming
Weekend, and proceeds
from which go to the
Racer golf team's tournament participation fund.
The day's play under
clear skies and amid
warm weather was
highlighted even more by
the first hole-in-one of the
tournament's history. It
was scored by Mary Bain
on the 165-yard, 3-par
seventh hole. Mrs. Bain is
a member of both the
Sikeston, Mo., club and
the Oaks Country Club in
Murray.

From Murray to Nashville
Flight
101
103
105

Depart
6:40a.m.
12:45 p.m.
5:00p.m.

Flight
102
104
106

Depart
9:40a.m.
2:15 p.m.
6:40p.m.

Arrive
7:25 a.m.
1:30p.m.
5:45 p.m.

Frequency
Mon.-Fri.
Mon.-Sat.
Sun.-Fri.

From Nashville to Murray
Arrive
10:25 a.m.
3:00 p.m.
7:25 p.m.

SUNBIRD AIRLINES, INC.
489-2199

Frequency
Mon. -Fri.
Mon.-Sat.
Sun.-Fri

degrees higher and the
race began.
Of the 34 swimmers
who started the race, 33
continued after the swim
— one dropped out.
Lanning, at 52 and the
oldest competitor, exited
the swim in "sixth or
seventh" place, according to his support
crew chief and son, Adam
Lanning IV.
Some of the participants complained of
the cold water, but Lanning said, "I really never
felt anything. I was pulling hard trying to do well
in the swimming."
After the 1.2 mile swim,
Lanning's race plan
began to fall apart in the
51-mile bike section. Two
flat tires cost him "at
least 12 places," but he
ran a solid finish in the
13.1-mile run, the last leg
of the triathlon.
"I beat 11 of the people
that finished," a pleased
Laming said, although
his pre-race goal had only
been to finish ahead of a
single participant. He
missed his other goal of
finishing the course in
less than six hours, but
even in spite of his flat
tires he crossed the final
line in 6:21 and in 21st
place overall.
"We finished the race
in Centennial Park on a
beautiful Sunday afternoon," Lanning said,
"and the whole thing was
really a lot of fun."
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Players win, TBS loses
in initial all-star game

union bustint just
ain't *Mt fl, mod
to be,eh,coach...?

WA111111300,00(AP)Gam One elt
Wt.
Players
ileaapeassregt
may ha*
a spabelle skier,kr thesir&
*Me eves Mils It
was a ilememiel lasa kr
Turaer Breadcastiag
tram.
The National Cosforesee East husk a 111-21
victory over so AFC Zest
squad Beaky 1.11w
66,646-seat Robert F
Kennedy Stadium in
Washington. D.C. Only
KIN ted were sold
aid dui crowd didn't leek
that big.
Meanwhile. Robert
Wader,vies proident at
Tumor Broadcasting that
Is POW OSIAS. Per
pine to the mien. said
the cable macaw "did
not acne dose to covering casts, but we're committed to nest week's
game. There was tremendous pressure on the
advertisers."
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Yount brings Brewers to within one game of Series crown
T. LOUIS(AP)- Hits
aro coming in bunches for
Rabin Yount, bringing his
Milwaukee Brewers
within one victory of winning the World Series.
Milwaukee used
Yount's second four-hit
game of the Series and
some gritty pitching by
Mike Caldwell for a 6-4
victory over the St. Louis
Cardinals in Sunday's
pivotal fifth game.
That gave the Brewers
a 3-2 edge in the best-ofseven Series, with Game
6 set for Busch Stadium
Tuesday night. Veteran
Don Sutton will try to
finish the Series off for
Milwaukee while rookie
John Stuper goes for the
Cardinals, hoping to force
it to a decisive seventh
game Wednesday night.
The Brewers were on

the ropes in the, Series,
trailing two games to one
and losing 5-1 in the
seventh inning of Game 4.
Then they exploded for
six runs-two of them on
a clutch single by Yount
- to win that game and
came right back Sunday
to take Game 5, with
Yount's blazing bat
leading the way.
So suddenly,
Milwaukee is in charge of
this Series, put in that
position by the shortstop
who enjoyed a dream
season and seems
capable of lifting this
team by the scruff of its
neck whenever
necessary.
Brewer fans chant
"MVP, MVP, MVP!"
every time Yount comes
to the plate.
They're talking about

Tinsley'
defends
net title
Twenty-four tennis enthusiasts turned out for
the seventh annual
Homecoming Alumni
Tennis Tournament at
Murray State,Saturday.
Mike Tinsley of
Nashville successfully
defended his singles
crown by defeating Denny Lane of Paducah, 4-6,
7-6,74
In doubles the team of
Jeff Hughes, Ft.Wayne,
Ind., and Steve Farmer of
Murray, defeated
Hawaiian Derrick Guzman and Steve Heidorn of
Murray, 1-6, 6-3, 6-2, for
the crown.

Racer Club
honors
Sanders
Marshall County High
football coach Doc
Sanders will be the guest
speaker at tonight's
Racer Club dinner
meeting.
The 6 p.m. meeting will
be held at Murray's
Seven Seas Restaurant
and will also feature Murray State football coach
Frank [learner and select
players.

Waltrip
cruises
to
No.11
MARTINSVILLE,

Va.
(AP) - Darrell Waltrip
coasted to his llth Grand
National stock car victory of the season with a
two-second triumph over
Bobby Allison in the Old
Dominion 500.

Myer falls
to McEnroe
SYDNEY, Australia,
(AP) - John McEnroe
defeated Gene Mayer 64,
6-1, 6-4 to win the $200,000
Custom Credit Australian
indoor tennis tournament.

his .331, 29-home run, 114
runs-batted-in season.
But his Series numbers of
11 hits in 21 at-bats, a .524
batting average, 17 total
bases and six RBI border
on the awesome. His slugging percentage is .810
and climbing.
MVP,indeed.
"I have a couple of
cars," Yount said. "I
don't need another."

He may just have to
cope with the problem if
he keeps up this one-man
assault on the Cardinals
pitching staff.
Yount's 11 hits are one
short of the record for a
six-game Series set by
Billy Martin of the New
York Yankees in 1953 and
two short of the record for
a seven-game series, set
by Bobby Richardson of

the Yankees in 11114 aid
matched by Lou Brock of
the Cardinals in 19611.
Yount got the Brewers
started in the first inning
Sunday with an infield
single. He moved up on a
hit by Cecil Cooper, and
both runners advanced on
Cardinal pitcher Bob
Forsch's wild pickoff
throw. Ted Simmons'
bouncer scored Yount.
St. Louis tied the score
in the third on a triple by
David Green and a double
by Keith Hernandez, who
snapped out of an 0-for-IS
Series slump with three
hits.
In the third, Molitor
walked, Yount - there's
that man again - doubled and Cooper delivered
an RBI groundout.
Charlie Moore doubled
and scored on Molitor's

single to make it 3-1 in the
fUth.
The Cardinals picked
up a run in the seventh on
a walk and hits by Lonnie
Smith and George Hendrick, but Yount got that
run back with a two-out
homer in the bottom of
the seventh.
"It was a Netball up a
little and out over the
plate," said Yount.
"They've been Wetting
me away the whole
Series."
That, apparently, is by
design.
"We kept trying to get
the ball in a spot," said
Cardinal Manager
Whitey Herzog "and
every time we get it in the
spot, he hits It.
As the old Henny
Youngman joke goes "A man goes to the doctor

and says,'It hurts when!
do this,' and the doctor
replies, 'Then, don't do
"
"It's a little surprising
they May in one spot."
noted Yount.
lathe bottom of the
eighth, Herzog went to
the bullpen for Bruce Sutter, who has one win and
one save in this Seem
The ides was to kelp the
Brewers in the (...rdinals'
sights. It didn't work.
"I used him because I
wanted to stay close and
take a shot at it," said
Herzog. "He gave up two
And this time, the
Brewers did their
damage without Yount.
Singles by Ben Ogilvie,
Moore and Gantner,
sandwiched around a
walk, made it 6-2 and it

SCOREBOARD

RIS
E
toShoe* AB !TALL.

Your discount

us su smart
Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Carer truck aris...save 10-50%
College Football
EAST
Army 20, Pruveton 14
Boston College 14, Rutgers 13
Maryland 51, Wake Forest 31
Nary 39, WWiam k Mary 3
Penn St. M,Syracuse 7
Pittsburgh M,Temple 17
Slippery Rock M,Clarion St. 17
SOUTH
Auburn 24, Georgia Tech 0
Clemson 49, Duke 14
Florida 77, W. Texas St. 14
Florida St. 56, E. Carolina 17
Furman 20,S. Carolina 23
Georgia 27, Vanderbilt 13
Lauistans SL 34, Kentucky It
Louisville 35, Richmond 0
Miami, Fla. 31, Mississippi St. 14
Miasissippi 27, Texas ariatian 9
N. Carolina 41, N. Carotene St. 11
S. Mississippi 21, Thiene 10
Tennessee M.Alabama 20
W. Virginia 16, Virginia Tech 6

MIDWICIT

Arizona 11, Notre Dame 13
Indiana 40, Minnesota 21
Iowa St. 17, Missouri 17, tie
9fichigan 19, Iowa 7
Netraaka 41, KAMIIII St. 13
Ohio SL 11, Illinois V
Oklahoma 311, Rause 14
Purdue 34, Northwestern 21
Wichita SL 111, New Mexico St. 16
Wieccesin 34. Michigan SL 23
SOUT111111217
Arizona St. V,Texas-Kt Paso 6

Colorado 23, Oklahoma St M,ue
Texas-Arlington 30,SW Louisiana M
Texas ALM 311, Baylor 13
Texas Tech 23, Rice 21
Tulsa 11,S Moots 3

1*AR WEST

Brigham Young 39, Hawaii 25
California 111, Oregon 7
Southern Cal 41,Stanford 21
UCLA 42, Wostaigton St. 17
Utah 34, Nev.-Las Vegas 14
Utah St. 14, Pacific U. 12
Washington )4, Oregon Si 17

Baseball
World Series
Teseday's Goss
Milwaukee 10,St. Loafs
tholoodaysGoma
St Loads0, Milwaukee 4
Fritisy's Gann.
St. Louis I, Milwaukee 2
Satordity'r Game
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Its seat is mounted to the side,
so you can follow the track. And the
Kubota L245HC(High Clearance)
diesel tractor stands 22.off the
ground. That makes it ideal for row
crops such as vegetables and
tobacco.
Standard features include a
25 hp 3-cylinder diesel engine, and 8
forward and 2 reverse speeds. Plus
dual independent hydraulic systems,
and a Category I, 3-point hitch. Rear

Au Minim

753-8971

PTO powers,tillers, sprayers, and

imes,lowdilosropier
.ad is
sitaaaiso saw

MOVien.

For high clearance work, there
are specialized cultivators and a
fertilizer side-dresser. The Kubota
L245HC is your chance to rise above
it all, while staying on the right track.
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We're looking for work.

McKee! Equipment
503 Waked
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looked like a laugher The
Cardinals had only three
outs left but Caidweil,
who had been staggering,
didn't have that'twiny
He had pitched a threehit shutout In the opener
but had surrendered
twice that many in the
first three innings Sunday.
"This was your beak.
Mike Caldwell game,"
the pitcher said "Ed
or nine hits, two or three
walks and a couple of
strikeouts"

153-1662
•

Ifrufhotiole Cooder

McDonald's
Breakfast Special
Scrambled Egg,Sausage
on English Muffin

MURRAY
LOCATION
ONLY

2 for 99c

No Coupon Required. Offer
good only during Breakfast Hours

6 AM-10:30 AM hise.-Sat.
7 AM-l1 AM Sea*

Water down your energy costs
lil.1111111111
"
1.
"
---

Hof water costs money In fact.
in an all-electric home. about 16
cants ol *very doter you spend
on elisetricay goes for heeling
water
To save money on ekoctrtc bias.
reduce Ihe !hemostat waning on
your water holler Set it at 140
degree$ if you have an electric
dishwasher. 110-120 degrees it
you do not And remember.
inaulale your water healer fix all
leaky faucets, and adds shower
Mow reetriclor
Youl also save by running tie
dishwasher only attain irs hi.

washing hi loads of ckilhes WI
Ow coolest weber possible
Mom clothes in cold waad
and hiking a quick, warm
shower instead ot•hot deep

at

McDonald's
107 N. 12th

753-5548

WEST KY. RURAL ELECTRK COOP. CORP.
753-5012
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manande that the best way se deal with obscene phone
Calls is to hang up. Sorry. I don't buytha(.
Why should some filthy-mouthed tik possibly deranged
pervert get away with makiag an insane; person a victim of each abuse?
I say, call the telephone company aid demand that
something be done. You can't tell me that in this age of
sophisticated electronic miracies, the telephone company
couldn't monitor a telephone line if it wanted to.
I would also call the polies. I am sick of seeing the
rights of law-abiding citizens trampled on while criminals
go unpunished!
TICKED OFF IN BLOOMINGTON,ILL
By Abigail Van Buren

HEALTH
A question of prunes
Lawrence E. Lantb,1114.

pheaisatis as its active MOM 1•11tesseieieste comchemical to cause this monly used is St0111
effect. However, this view
has bees challengsid. The ecitaSerS
TItere 'are ism haters
final answer is evidestly not related to auntigatim. llin
a high pawning,SI man
•••
tin ha been heellhytr is the perilsbas lir
er euli sale as a laxative tics withearn
legredient Ineorcial solve it with a =:ra If.
Sta-DEAR ABBY: Here's an idea for "Sick of Sickos," who,
properstions bemuse of the style. Adding bet such as
has to deal with obscene phone calls in her office: My
danger eat it mill come liv- millers bras bdp whom
daughter has a friend, a young lady, who manages a
"Thor.There are DD combined with MB
er
Va.
Richmond,
bookstore in
DEAR ABBY. The most effective way I have found to
reports of liver dump comemptime watar
l
"
.11ral
problem, she finally said very
had
this
When
she
deal with obscene phone calls is to keep a referee's whistle
from prunes orr=j
besiz ma fruits ere bdpfel.includpolitely to the caller, "Sir, would you mind
and
sweetly
near the phone. As soon as I realize it's an obscene call, I
that I can find.
ing apples which also conspeaking up and talking more clearly? We aren't getting
give the caller an earful!
I
think it *odd be mid in tain fiber.
clearly on the tape."
you
very
All it takes is one shrill blast into the phone and the
moderation. That is tree for
The laxative habit, nips
The fellow hung up and hasn't been heard from since.
caller hangs up. And you can bet he won't call again.
any laxative agent.
medicines for that
ARLINGTON, VA.
WHISTLE TREATMENT IN DURANGO, COLO.
Colace is a softener. It Is =sally not a goo
Ptr
=
acts like a surface deter- and. eine causes harm.
•••
gent. It is not absorbed and Stimulating lazatives abould
DEAR WHISTLE: Read on for the Texas treatis non-toxic. It helps to pre- be need rarely if at all aid
ment:
DEAR ABBY: The hang-up method didn't work for me
vent difficult elimination certainly sot regularly.
when I was harassed by obscene phone calls. Finally I
from hard, dry stools. Its
DEAR ABBY: I wrote in some time ago telling how I
tried the following: As soon as I recognized the voice, I
I'm sending you The
main ingredient is ciioctyl
handled obscene phone calls and you printed my letter.
traced."
the
call
I
want
Officer, this is
said,
"Yes,
Health
Letter 124, WAPlease print it again. If not, please send it back. tt's the
tives, Enemas and SupposiI was never called again.
only one I have left.
A.B. FROM S.F.
tories, for a more complete
MARY W IN ORANGE, TEXAS
discussion. Others can send
75 cents with a long,
• ••
DEAR MARY: It's worth another shot, and here it
stamped, self-addressed
Is:
envelope for it to me,in care
DEAR ABBY: I am a high school student. My mom is
of this newspaper, P.O. Box
"DEAR ABBY: My experience may help women
divorced and she doesn't have a boyfriend at present.
Frances Drake
1551, Radio City Station,
who don't know how to handle obscene phone calls.
One of my teachers at school is also divorced, and he
New York, NY 10019.
FOR TUESDAY,OCTOBER 19,1982
was
Many years ago, when I
an attractive young
and my mom have many of the same values. I would like
DEAR DR. LAMB —
woman, my telephone rang, and when I answered it,
to get them together. But how?
What kind of day will tomor- on your doorstep. Yuu work About three years ago I had
I heard a male voice speaking all this filthy lanI would feel embarrassed going to him and saying, "Hey,
row be? To find out what the overtime.
a stuffy nose. So I used nasal
guage. I had never heard such dirty talk in my life!
I'd like you to meet my mom; you two might like each
stars say, read the forecast LIBRA
spray
(Afrin and Duration).
Then it occurred to me that the caller would get no
other."
given for your birth sign.
The effects were peat so I
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
thrill out of talking to a deaf old lady, so that's
I'd sure appreciate your advice.
It's a good time to shop for continued using nasal spray.
what I pretended to be.
NO NAME,PLEASE
ARLES
personal
needs. An appoint- I was hooked on the stuff.
"I said in a very weak and shaky voice,'What did
41
4
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) 111
ment
or
date
is liable to be My doctor treated me for
you say?'
DEAR NO NAME: Every school has parents'
Talks with loved ones about
changed this evening. Have allergies. It helped a little
"The man then repeated his obscene message —
night, consultations and functions when parents
joint affairs are productive.
but not enough as I have to
alternative plans.
only louder.
come to school to get acquainted with the teachers.
Some unexpected news after SCORPIO
use the spray about four
"In the same croaking, shaky voice, I again said,
Be sure your mom doesn't miss such an occasion,
dark may cause changes in (Oct. 23toNov.21)
times a day to breathe. I
'What did you say? I can't hear you.'
and leave the rest to her. And him.
Li-led getting off it myself
your plans.
Catch
up
with
small
chores
"The caller started to shout his filthy spiel again
but my stuffy condition
TAURUS
when I heard another male voice in the background
that you've been putting off. worsened. I'm still using it.
•
(Apr.
20
to
May
20)
dkai
/'
say,'Hang up, you fool!'
An unusual opportunity to
Minor work gains are likely, gain money may come now. Can you give me any infor"The fool hung up and never called back."
mation on how to get
Problems? You'll feel better if you get them off
but be sure to seek the Use originality.
Holly38923,
P.O.
Box
unhooked?
Abby,
Write
to
your chest.
cooperation of others. In- SAGITTARIUS
ai
wood, Calif. 90038. For a personal reply, please
vestigate new investment op- (Nov.
DEAR READER — Such
22toDec. 21) "
envelope.
self-addressed
stamped,
enclose
a
tons.
sprays are not addicbasal
DEAR ABBY: I know that the telephone company recMake a point to visit a friend
The long-term me
GEMINI
tive.
•
•
•
11016P: who's been feeling under pan
causes rebound congestion.
May 21 to June 20)
y. Watch unconventionali- They work because they
You may take a child on
r dark. New ideas come cause the blood vessels in
shopping trip. Accept an
170
pounds,
and
each
had
pills
were
inside.
He
TAFT, Calif. (AP) — ing the Sunday crash.
strip
is
used
by
the
also
The
your nasal linings to
vitation to mix socially with a
An airplane that stalled "Under normal seating Taft School of Sport said there was no a 25-pound parachute, for co-worker. Panthers exhibit CAPRICORN
constrict. This causes the
(Dec. 22 toJ .19) Vi
membranes to shrink and
and crashed in flames on capacity there would be Parachuting, which has evidence of required payload of at least 2,730 independence.
Make business appoint- opens the passages.
a parachute drop zone, six passengers and a operated there for more passenger straps in the pounds, he said.
CANCER
ments and listen to the career The problem is that after
"The issue is why the (June 21 to July 22)
charred wreckage of the
killing the pilot and all 13 cre of two, of which only than 20 years.
pilot, with 22 years ex- It's time for a family get- suggestions of a friend. You the chemical effect wears
skydivers aboard, was a crew of one is re- "It got 150 feet in the plane.
Airplane passengers perience, would take off together. Get in touch with have a desire to break through off the blood vessels open
carrying twice as many quired."
air and stalled out," said
even larger, creating more
passengers as it was sup- The crash of the twin- Art Armstrong, owner of are not required to have with 13 passengers," relatives. A new employment limitations.
congestion. This is rebound ,
AQUARIUS
posed to, a federal in- engine C-45H — a Korean the club. "It veered off, seats, Llorente said, but Llorente said. "The opportunity comes unex(Jan. 20to Feb. 18)
con estion
overweighted
aspect
is
a
passenger
vestigator says.
tip,
restraints
or
on
its
left
wing
War-vintage plane landed
pectedly. Vary your routine.
g
Seek advice about a career You'll
have to quit and
"Chat is not a 14- designed for military use and burst into flames like belts are "required for all source of primary con- LEO
matter. Y
off sprays until your
ta
o
s
i
n
t
a
ay
y
t
h
n
e
e
rar
will
fmn
be
g
e
ou
t.to
ni
g
a
ey
forinftgarnuy
22)
cern."
to
Aug
mail
.
airplane,
even
takeoffs
and
(July
23
landings."
passenger
— occurred at a privately a bomb."
long-forgotten friend. An chemical rebound stops. YoeCoroners worked Shop by
The plane is designed to.
with modifications," said operated former military Uorente said what apbe successful by using a
through
the
night
to
,our
necessities.
On
the
spur
of
the
Don Llorente, an in- airstrip eight miles peared to be a pill jar was carrya payload of 2,000
different
spray (such as a
vestigator for the Na- southeast of Taft and 130 found on the pilot, and in- pounds, Llorente said. match names to the char- moment you may decide to go inseir
1(Q
(
. steroid spray) in one side of
new
with
a
lovout
somewhere
red
bodies,
said
Kern
tional Transportation miles northeast of Los vestigators were trying to The people aboard each
(Feb. 19th Mar.20) '
your nose only. After one
ed one.
Safety Board who is prob- Angeles.
determine what kind of weighed an average of County sheriff.
Attend to legal and money side clears then you can quit
VIRGO
matters; get advice, if all sprays.
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
WHEN HE WON, HE
WHEN THE PLAYER WHO
NAT EVENIN6 MY
°.
Higher-uPs are unDiscussions related to buy- necessary'
predictable.
unexpected.pred
A parent does the
1
1
mg and selling are favored,
THREW HIS BALL
WON SANK 1415 PUTT ON
GRANDFATHER ENTERED
Surprise visitors may arrive
INTO THE CROWD!
THE LAST HOLE,HE THREW
A BOWLING TOURNAMENT...
YOU BORN TODAY have
HIS BALL INTO THE CROWD
business acumen, but are LUONotim
usually more drawn to the arts
Stasi Ms will N mei* al in
and professions. Law,
IlIlcsdhiF.idlsnlcskuchi,
medicine, religion, music,
erre tie kith, le Doe ID
By The Associated Press literature and teaching are
Dna ND I La a DI 3,
may
fields
which
some
of
the
Three people died in
112 br **slim iveD al EDI
M prsictsN hi calebrias of It
traffic accidents on Ken- attract you. You have a
Ism City Scan' Siam lab
tucky highways during special interest in reform and
bras owN sliblal at It diet
found in politics and
the weekend, state police may be
die Fist Straw Ikeda Irwin
PARDON ME -public service. Overcome
said, and a Kentuckian
It alibi wis rabbi
temperament and learn to
DO YOU KNOW
died in a Wisconsin acciwith
others.
You
cooperate
THE WAY TO THE
dent.
have many original ideas and
The deaths in Kentucky a flair for large enterprises. 2. Notice
MOVIE THEATER?
raised the number of When motivated by an ideal,
a Copy Restoration •
fatal accidents -111 -the you're unbeatable. Birthdate
Kentucky s
West
632,
to
year
a
state this
of: John Le Carre, novelist;
Finest.
compared with 671 Peter Max, artist; and Lewis 111
CARTER STUDIO
through Oct. 18 last year. Murnford,social philosopher.
IN

Foul-Mouth Caller Hangs
Up With Ringing Ears

DEAR DR. LIMB — Fm
41 Until recently I'd bees
drinking about 20 oeeetel at
prune juice a week bemellee
of a chronic constipation
problem.
Is the chemical oxyphese
'satin still in all prune *des?
I don't care to help ems preblem and create a liver problem at the same time Why
hasn't more bees dome to
study whether prime jedee is
harmful or not? Many older
people drink it.
I have just been introduced to the stool softener
Colace and wonder if there
are harmful chemicals in it.
It works well but what about
the side effects?
DEAR READER — Many
people use prune juice for its
Laxative effect. It has been
claimed that it contains oxy-
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Three deaths cited
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PAVE YOU EVER
SEEN BEETLE'S
EYES?
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You LIKE
TO?

7 YoU GET IN FRONT OF
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BEHIND AND SCARE i--1)M
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

67 Anger

1 Perform
4 Note of scale
6 Mold
11 More indigent
13 Part of PTA
15 Printer's
measure
16 Fatty
18 Tellurium
symbol
19 Note of scale
21 isolated rock
22 So be it!
24 Native Egyptian
26 River islands
28 Bitter vetch
29 Mountain
nymph
31 Permits
33 Compass
34 Metal fastener
36 Puts forth
38 Hebrew
month
40 Book page
42 Unwanted
plants
45 Offspring
47 High-hat
49 English baby
carriage
50 Halt
52 Adhesive
substance
54 For example
Abbr
55 And Lat
56 Praising
59 Proceed
61 Vegetable
83 Lag behind
85 Mother,in
old Roma
66 Dysprosium
symbol

DOWN
1 Simian
2 Large vulture
3 Suit — a T
4 Bright colors
5 Heath genus
6 Frolicked
7 Possesses
8 Region
9 Hebrew letter
10 Goes in
12 Sun god
14 Taut
17 Bucket
20 Unlock
23 Pronoun
24 Buslnees
abbr.
25 South African
Dutch
27 Pack away
30 Expires
32 Leak through
35 Lassitude

Answer to Saturday's Puzzle

CDO MOOG DOC
LICE MOM UDC
CUCCUC CUOMO
CUD COMO
COUC UL COMO
UGC OECD MCC
CID COMMA] CM
CUM MUD CWU
CUDDC OW CUM
MUM OCC
DUCCUC COMM
CDC MOM UW12
DUE MUM 0100
37 Withered
38 Item of property
39 Lowest place
41 Pleat
43 Stiletto
44 Sweater size,
for short
48 Negative

48 Erect
51 Real estate
map
53 — Slaughter
57 Lunched
58 OD wearer
80 Native metal
62 A Kettle
64 Note of soak,
10

Mom

/53 8298

HAIRCUT SPECIAL
Budget cut for children
$3.50. No children under
5 years please. Adult
budget cut, i4.50. Call
753-2266. By appointment only. Headquarters Family Hair Care
Center.

iieve S minutes? Cali
759-4444 for en in*redone'message to
brightest yew thrtdildree's tape 7594445,

I

M&G Complete Glass.

We install auto glass,
store fronts and insulated glass. We fix
storm windows, doors
and screens and cut
glass table tops,
mirrors and windows.
We also replace a
repair patio door g
Call 753-0180 or 751
816 Coldwater Road.
Want to rent two car
stall shop on paved road
or will negotiate. Call
753-6267.
Would like someone to
pick 10 acres of corn, at
Stella. I will do unloading. 436-5812 or 489-2697
after 7p m.

SPKIAl
Sall
Reningtee 30.60
Revaingtee 243
DOTI IOW

$269.00[Au
WHIM
fl
erlic Pim
1.14 laity
14 Swim

Ionia
°is Pi"

l'Ai I 13 THE MURRAY.

.. URGER•THIEL Nestle,.lkombor IL NU

1 311CagA
gi
bi

14.VINO,
Wanted: Butane gas
tank, 310 or SOO riation.
Call 436-5324
Want to buy 1 used
9e-car1. Can 753-1513,

12.16Nicol
Clarla•t for sale
Windom signal. Excel
lent Madinat. Will sell
tor UK 753-78111. ask
for Christine.

15.AM's*Sail
wow or stores* chest, U.Winning*
inside measurements 34
Ig.x left. deopx1Wt
wide MO 3 Vi deep tray
$93, pun rock (4 guns)
Ia. large bird feeders
$38. See at 1634 Olive or
phone 753-1712.
Marlin Model 3M C 3$
caliber rifle, Weaver
K2.5 scope, quick adiust
sling, mint condition.
762-4391 before 4:00.
489-2317 after 4:00.
Martin Wood Stove has
been used one season
with blower. $100. en- simiscegams
1207.
Mosier office safe, 10in. Rockwell table
Schwab 2 drawer in- saw, 10ft. aluminum
sulated filing cabinet. broker, Sears miter
metal office desk, saw, tube fireplace
61.1
Now
Insert with fan. 436-2802
753-7370.
after 5p.m.
Weight
bench
with
leg
Available
!
1
"
lift and weignts. Will 50 red stack banquet
At
sell seperate or chairs, good condition,
together. Call 753-3174 call Holiday Inn, 753591%, 9 a. m -5 p.m.
before 5p.m.
Ambassador Fireplace
16. Home Furnishings
Insert for sale, 10 gun
Matching couch and gun cabinet, nice. Call
753-9500 before 9:00 AM.
chair. 759-9886.
503 Walnut
One couch, 2 chairs, BRICKS for sale, 1,300753-3062
matching set like new. $150.00. Call 753-7983.
Cali 753-4821 9-5p.m., Ben Franklin wood
437-4562 after 5:30p.m.
stove with all pipes
474-2390.
6.HelDWanIed
17. Vacuum Cleaners
Custom firewood all
ArTist Models
Department of Art A-1 condition Electrolux hardwood $25 per rick
needs part-time model. vacuum cleaner with delivered. Call anytime
Experience and artistic _poorer nozzle and all 354-8590.
-- --__sensitivity_prisferrect. attachments will sell Firewood, delivered
Work wftr be assigned cheap with 1 yr. and stacked, $30 a rick.
according to need for guarantee. Call 759-4801 Call 753-9101.
models, for fall seme- between 9:30-5 p.m.
Firewood cut to orde
-F.
ster. 14.50 per hour. ELECTROLUX $30. per rick. Call
Contact: Dale Leyf Your home is the best 436-2292.
Dept. of Art MSU. place to see why we're
Phone 762-3784 or 762- better. Free pickup and Firewood for sale.
Phone 753-313.4 before
3787. E.O.E.-M-F.
delivery. We repair all 5p.m.
Beauty operator needed makes of vacuum
in Benton. Very re- cleaners. Bill Farris 118 For sale Fisher Mama
Bear wood stove 4195
asonable rent. Cair 753- Riviera Ct. 753:3639,
Call 753-1593.
4821 9-5p.m., after 5:30
For sale: firewood oak
19. Farm Equipment
437-4562.
Jobs Overseas Big 4000 Ford plows, disc, and hickory 130 a rick,
money fast. $20,000 to cultivators. 753-6520 with discount for more
than 2 ricks. 753-7585
150,000 plus per year. after 5 p.m.
after 5p.m.
Call 1-716-842-6000. Ext.
Tobacco Strippers, King, automatic wood
1358.
Gore Mechanical
Lady to wash clothes at tobacco stripper, heater, deiux cabinet
my home once a week gasoline model $795. with lift off cook surface
for single man. Phone Electric model $875. top. Brick lined fire box
with cast iron grates
753-0897.
Call Jerry Atkins, 753- and doors. 1249.99.
Nurses needed RN or 8407.
Wallin Hardware, Paris
LPN's, a full time Wheat Straw. Call 753- Tn.
opening is available, for 8156 or 753-6401.
Stove boards heavy
the 11-7 shift. The
lined 32in x 42in $12.99,
employ would be 20. Sports Equipment
36 x 52 $17.99. Wallen
scheduled Mon -Fri,
wilts,'ever"
,'week-end Remington shotgun Hardware P4ri4Tenn.
off. Excellent -salary model 870-30in. full Wood 'for sale. Deand benefits. Apply in choke, ventoiated rib. livered anytime. 4742274.
person at Care Inn 4th 753-4342.
and Indiana St.
Wood stove with ther22.
Musical
Mayfield, Ky. or call
mostat and fan. New
;47-0200.
1450, sell $250. 436-2361.

Fim PARTS
I
&
cr SERVICE
3

MCKEEL
EQUIPMENT

Piano for Sale
Immediate openings for LPN 3 to
11 shift Supervisor 98 bed intermeadkrte care
facility, full company benefits. Apply in person at
Mills Manor Inc.
Mills Manor Drive
ens West Broadway Mayfield Ky.
WE.

Respeashie party
to assesse sad monthly
payments se spinet/coma.
pima. Cam he sees lecaliy.
Write: (iachils ph...
memear) Credit Mangler,
P.O. Ilex 521, Socbemeryor,
IL. 622)9.

27. Mobile Home Sales
1981 Buchaneer, 24 x 44,
three bedroom, 1 /
1
2
bath all electric, dishwasher, shackled roof,
brown masonite siding,
12 x 16 deck. 753-5671
before 5:00 p.m., 3548323 anytime.

N.Mobile Home Rentals
SPINET CONSOLE
PIANO
FOR SALE
bleeted: Reopen:41e
party to take ever pions.
Om be seem Mealy. Wile
Mr. Powers, Box 327,
Carlyle, lillosis 62231.

Parents Ononymous
Child Care CoordinatorSomeone with exINFLATION
perience working with
PRICES
children with problems.
On Pioneer, Sony,
Voluntary position. Call
759-1087 during the day.
Gaye, Majestic,
Secretary-Receptionist.
Gruel car stereos.
Mature lady, typing,
World of Sowed
bookkeeping, office
sersio• 22 Tsars IN brktria
machine. Permanent
753-5865
position. Send resume
to PO Box 1040B
Murray, Ky.
Secretary needed.
Typing, shorthand, and
previous experience PIANOS & ORGANS
required. Send resume
to PO Box 1040C
Murray, Ky.
New Console & bench
by LOWREY
Two seamstress
positions currently
Rep 81,795(I only)
open. Must have ability
NOW $1,288
to do general
alterations, be deNow Spinet 8. bench
pendable, be able to
walnut finish(only 1)
work unsupervised. by KIMBALL
Apply the Tailor Shop
1600 Dodson Ave 8-9
NOW $1,088
each morning, 4-5 each
afternoon. No phone -BALDWIN "The best
con buy" (only 1), covroI
calls please.
at $2,2•60
NOW $1,688
9. Situation Wanted
Will cut and remove OUR TOTAL INVENTORY
unwanted trees and REDUCED WE TAKE AU
scrubs. Call for free REASONABLE OFFEFtSi
estimate. 753 5484
before 2:30p.m.
Will stay with elderly
HAmMONO "usedpeople. 753-5336.
3 to choose from
Would like to clean
offies. Light mainten- $788 to $2,988
ance. 753-7852.
WURUTZER "used3 to choose from
M. Business Opportunity
688 to $1,188
Coin Laundry equip
ment. Washers, dryers,
BALDwiN Amid3 ro choose from
changer, etc. Sell as lot
for
502-395-5641, ask
$288 to $795
Jim.
MANY MORE
Wanted: Steel Building We service what we sell,
Dealer by INernational
Manufacturer. Excellent opportunity for
company expansion,
high Profit magin. Call
WedgCor factory for
available area.
1-800-525-9240

SALE

Nice 2 bedroom trailer
for rent, near Murray.
No pets. 489-2611.
Two bedroom trailer on
Ledbetter Church Rd.
$60 a month. 354-6144
after 5:00 p.m.
Two bedroom trailer V2
mile south of Almo
Heights, off Old 641.
753-5618. No pets.
Two or 3 bedroom
mobile home, near
Panorama Shores. 4748038.

29. Heating-Cooling
Air conditioning,
appliance and
refrigeration service. All brands.
759-1322.

1 Business Rentals

•PIANOS•

•016ANS•

Werelieffle
Storage Specs
For Rost
753-4751

32. Apts. For Rent
Nice, one bedroom,
duplex apartment, one
block from campus,
available by Nov 1.
Stove, refrigerator and
water furnished
Fireplace Phone 753
2234
One and two bedroom
apartments, available
in November. Embassy
Apartments,753-3530.
Room for rent. 2 blocks
from campus, cooking
facilities, washer,
dryer. 155 per month.
753-8165 or 436-2411.
Two bedroom unfurnished apartment
$180 per month.
Available November
1st. 753-4793.

For Rent

CONRAD'S

T w• bedroom

Pines tcams

egiei
751-44E6

3
E1F
IX

IINDRION7$

43.OWEN*

St. MOM*MO

31103113

COMM Root Estate

ION Y1111$ V antabe.
1111 base met POINg
ancolloid CON1111110 PD Snorters, meter
Noe
7351. 13-$0
trellis, *Ow and
debt% bailee. I aos
ANDSontin
Woks111118S. 411-411111.
Import Auto
Per sale: themarcb ball.
UMW*. Sow and used leas wee sad Wine
ports. mount *twines Rebel bass beet Mee
etc Cad 4/4 /33S.
°writer atebtr
cs-wss.
Neuf set of beeders ter a trail troller. Mortals putte BSTIA8ATIS On
LINWISit
Four miles west of 44.
mall Mace NO colic wining motor rInerte AM 1111CW190 Plow*
Murray 3 bedroom% no Per wile 1 VI acme and inch divvy ovine no can be teem at ISo N
Psiting. awe Well
pets. $325 per menet. well. NM. and elm
Newt licensee
Two are Voss pact Ma SI
deposit required. 753 *Idly. hear Aims. SASS mufflers SIS each. Cal
CM
P1117‘411111 or ?DIM
44116. 43$-41W
fine. 1-441,67•11.
Pence seam et Sears
Three bedroom near
frotWOINFOI
now Call Seers 71)3311
Smie
Ktillake Resort, car 4S.MRSW
Off free loihmpho Nor
peted, water furnished. 1611 Acres. over II
rigor MINI
baseboard heat, wood Mabee. hone tern and
OINIRAL
NOME
heater. $195. Call 64/- crib. Marilee, Calloway
REPAIR IS seers es
5647.
ROOF
County line. $165.00.
porieec• Carpentry
Three bedroom 2 baths. Brenda Sifts Reattors,
Concrete. plierribing
ns?
PROINAIRSIP
carpeted, appliances, I-3$4-6325w 1-354-6900.
reefing. g1101•4 NO
Used e semi AO
central air. Walk to is Acre farm for sate 7
JOG TO SMALL one
ei
MSU. $354
thOrlth. mites horthiRigst of
_
11.614. or estimates Devi 44753-X1CW
no.NV"es 2714
Murray 4411i:riming
teekleatlel. teed
Three bgern house private watershed lake.
ishounsa. CIO llo. Owtteriaa by Seers
for rent $2211 per month
A number of excellent
Seers continuous out
ONIINNI. 759•1711 er
Call 753-6179.
wooded building sites
tors weaned ter yew
7113-0•70.
SilleCifIcatimies Cali
Two bedroom brick, crmrrlook the lake and
Seers 71333)0 test WOO
stove and refrigerator, scenic valley with
recently insulated. -8 meandering stream.
11101M010
miles southeast of Private drive leading to
Murray
Married mobile home with well
couples, references. and meek tank. One of
APPLIANCE
the loviest lettings in
deposit. Call 492-8594.
SERVICE ELECKenmore.
SERVICE
Calloway County. $62,
Westinghouse, TS IC A
AND
500. KOPPERUD
V.Livesteck-Svpplies
Whirlpool 70 years
he
REALTY - 753-1722.
PLIIAIIIIII.
experience Parts sad
101 •
For sale saddle horse.
service. bobby Hopper
REPAIRS AND
Sorrell 5 gaited blaze IL Hewsfor Sale
Bob's Appliance Serface 11 year old gelding. Extra nice brick home
WILL PIMPS.
vice 202 S 5th St.
$700. Call 489-2351.
located In city for
5 3
4 8 7 3 .
convenient shopping.
•• •••*••
753-011116(home).
1Pets-Supplies
House Is In excellent
Appliance repair wort
condition
with
3
beAKC Alaskian MalIL PORO
all brands- SOK ialIII IA
amute puppies, nice drooms, dining room,
Tenpin. Call 753 SW or
pets or guard dogs, and garage. Well in311-4.5e. Earl Lovett.
shots and wormed. Call sulated and natural gas
mean low utility bills.
753-9390.
Owner financing is
AKC German Shepherd available. Priced very lLUiodCvs
Insulation blown in WI
Alusimm awl
Soars TVA approved
puppies 60 champions, low at $29,000. Call 1974 Cougar XR -7,
siding
end
Ahminum
also guard dogs and Spann Realty Assoc. paver windows seats &
Save on those high
trim for d boeffle. It
healing and cooling
Registered Eskimo 753-7724.
sun roof, good condiSpitz. 502-554-2153.
bills. Call Sears 71)2310
tion. $1200. Call 759-1776
eft's P••
1 04/FOR SALE IN CITY. 1
for free estimates
For sale to good home, /
Jock Never
1
2 story aluminum after S p.m.
Registered male sided home one block 1974 Mercury Montego.
JC & C Sheeting Vinyl,
753-1173
Doberman, 7 years old, from university. This Green, automatic,
aluminum, steel & vinyl
436-2410
after
$25. Call
coated aluminum siding
home has been recently cylinder. 762-2136.
lob's Home In
and trim to, hangs
5p.m. or 759-4/55 after remodeled and tas all
1976 Ford Torino 1 provemnt. 17 years
Also fiberglass shake
2p.m. Ask for Patty.
new carpet throughout. owner good running
building •xperialgte, siding We also put on or
Lots of living space with condition $2000. 436
40. Produce
remodeling, additions, repair galvani red and
4 bedrooms, 1 42 bath, 2253.
concrete wort, repairs, aluminum roofs and
Centenial sweet dining room, study, 1977 Volare, 6 cylinder
general home main siding for barns. 739
potatoes for sale. Rt. 4 utility, game room, automatic, power
taince. Call /53-4501
1600 office or 7330329
Murray,753-6586.
shop and full basement. steering and air. Call
B uild and Repair NM*.
Property adjoins 753-6215.
tobacco barns Free K & K STUMP REMO
elementary school's
43. Real Estate
1979 Datsun Hatchback. estimate. Call 435-4147
VAL. Do you need
„,(1
,i1
property. Utility :1
Air, AM -FM stereo
stumps remelted from
At CENTURY 21 are very low with
radio, radial tires, ex- CARPET CLEANING. your yard or land
'Loretta Jobs, Real- burning stove concellent condition. Call Free Estimates cleared of stumps/ We
tors...Rediscover the nected into central
Satisfied references,
753-6803 after 4:30p.m.
teens!... Price range, heating system and
Vlbra Steam or Quick Can remove stumps up
to 24 inches below the
that is. This ex- TVA Insulated. Large 1979 VW Rabbit best D ry Cleaning
ceptionally neat two- lot with 2-car carport. offer. Call 759-4721 after (Upholstery Cleaning) ground. leaving only
Lee's Carpet Claming sawdust and chips. Call
bedroom home in town Owners have left town 5p.m.
tor free estimates. Bob
has. just be-en and will finance at 10.5 1980 Pontiac Sunbird, 7534827.
redecorated•intgrior percent interest. Priced excellent condition. 753- Campbell's. Tree Ser- Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
ta 'Sell at $35,500. FOr .555and e c n o rti
vice. Topping, trim- Kemp Jr 135-4319
alurffinurff siding exter- more details call Spann 1911 Olds Cutlass 4 door, ming, removing. Full
ior - plus low -low Realty Assoc. 753-7724.
white, steering, brakes, Insurance Call 1-527
FLOOR SANDING
utility costs for your 2 bedroom 2 42 acres, 7 air, cruise, diesel, 44,000 0918.
AND FINISNING
budget and fenced yard miles 2110 East. 436-3102.
miles $.5450. 1900 Chevy Chimney Sweeps. Call
for your children and
Monza
2
door,
blue,
ill peers orporissose.
now to secure an apHouse for sale by
pets. Dial 753-1492 now
owner, on 8 acres, 3 or 4 automatic, cruise, air, pointment. 435-4348 or
Wined flows
to start your
bedroom, full base- 12,000 miles $3575. Both 762-4792.
investment.
ment, out buildings. 5 are nice cars. Call Concrete, block, brick,
miles northwest of anytime 435-4294.
SOMAS
basements, founMurray on main
dations,
drive
ways,
CO.
FUN*
S.
Used Trucks
highway. Priced to sell.
sidewalks, patios, and
TSAI-6127
1965 Ford pick-up,
Call 753-2503 after 6p.m.
chimneys. Free •s
cylinder, straight shift.
timates. Call 753-5476.
If you need a 3 bedroom 753-7301. 12-5 p.m.
house with extra in
Painting Paperhanging
Offke Coast le Comet
come to make part of 1970 Chevrolet pickup
Commerciai
beyors from Everywhere
14ft,
boat,
Nice
your payment. Take • 1890.
Residential interior
hails Service Men 1 WO
look at this one, extras. motor, and trailer 1650.
Exterior Farm
1112 Coldwater Rood
Call 489-2595.
753-3949.
B uildings. 23 years
Money, Itememchy 121171
Tremor
experience.
DREAM
ONE
YOU
Campers
51.
(502)733-0186
Farris 79,1107.
ABOUT: 3 bedroom
Anytime.
brick, 11
/
2 brick, quality 1973 Dodge Tioga motor
home. 20ft., sleeps 6,
JOl L. KENNON construction on 21 acres
completely selfOrolier
of good tendable land
contained. Needs motor
tkamsed & londoel
Roofing Al Types, 15
with substant4A road
work. 15000. 436-5510.
frontage on NA paved
peers experience, d
Mini Motor Home. 1 ton
wort ppieseteed. Des
CENTURY 21 Loretta highways. This is an dodge classic, perfect
Jobs, Realtors says excellent investment condition, loaded with
ItIkaress, AMMO.
now
and
in
the
for
"Thanks to you for a
all extras, must See to
or 345•26112.
tremendous September future. Located east of
appreciate. Shady Oaks
in selling Property. Our Murray and just reTrailer Ct.
office closed out 16 duced to 163,900 for a
properties in Septem- quick sale. Don't delay,
ber. While processing call today. Offered by
these properties, we Century 21, Loretta
had contact with quite a Jobs Realtors. 753-1492.
few qualified buyers Owner transfering must
/
2 bath
who also expressed an sell. 3 bedroom 11
interest in buying. Do on beautiful wooded lot.
(Clip This Ad From The Piper
isi
o2
u,senecwomappip
eitieadnceisn,
you know of anyone who H
may be thinking of
And
Savo For A Wendy Reference)
buying or selling real drapes, blinds and carpets. $/3.000, 1618 Oak
estate? 753-1492
Vacant and Ready for Hill. 753-5014.
you! 3 bedroom, 2 bath SAVE $2400 Realtors
home, electric heat, Fee. Buy direct from
air-conditioner, range, owner. 3 bedroom brick,
6 6.66.-/Aidniyht 7 Days A Week
1
2 bath, large den.
dishwasher and drapes 1 /
TVA
insulated. 139,900.
included. Well landPhew 753-5351 753-5352
scaped lot, double 1605 Belmont. 753-4193.
driveway, carport, Three bedroom house
storage building, and with full basement,
priced in the low 140's. apartment in basement,
KOPPERUD REALTY garden spot. Call 75.3753-1222.
1.00 or 753-1137.
Three bedroom, 1 1,2
bath home with
ID-v.
fireplace, gas heat, and
low utilities. $ percent
assumable loan to
it New.
qualified buyer. KOP753-1222
Virfl
Alesisleem
Later you may
PERUD REALTY 753reltuwiriGSiang, Curtest taw
1222.
D
0
0
10
Iwo to wait. 435II•lorediefts.
NEIGHBORHOOD
Two bedroom
762or
434$
CA INN 14 Seim
aluminum
siding
home,
AND NEIGHBORS
753-114111.
1 block from University.
47,2.
Three bedroom, I%
Just remodeled. Oloon
bath brick home Sundays. 203 S. 15th
with living room, Street. Call before 2:30
dining room,family p.m. weekdays
room, chain-link, 759-1888.
Waterfront home, Panfenced backyard, orama
RANDY
Shores, 2 belarge covered drooms. 2 baths, brick
memo*
LEE'S CARPET
wooden deck, veneer. Call 436-2328.
has Misses, apartnmaIs. and a troller Oar
runt. Cell nay 713-11116.
Extra nice 3 bedrialin
h•gg• located In
Murray. $795 11•,
mann% security dwelt.
no pets, Call 7534811 or

I

4354152

oar

10100119,1
Law flotirtgorefles

Ars
c•nertoners NNW ap
Onelecal remetrod 9.
Llameed sowincww ear
reefflownel ewe rem

meet WI filmN•Nag awe
elittiodhalleow. gat in
saellienew end remote
PIM 711 7113
MOO IWO ON peer
Mosey Tatham& MP
sip snow* 411010
.
1 0
tememr arm were Can
SOvIll'S Till
SliviCS for Pe•
lessiesai free care
MINDIes 71) 31
PRIM SPECIAL
Itefflutm SIS Can
713 am by appermtwora
poly
14••4114v•rt•y%
Hair Car•
Casks,

Sammy TedirooN Paw
•14 Contractor Ii
egoistical bawler arid
fleecier etilatins Pre.
estimate Call 71341k
or 713-04.7
WELL DilliLLINO and
repair Campbell Well
Drilling McKenna. VII
I r“•1too residential
and commercial lel
3333671
WET 11411,1AMENT1 We
make wet basements
dry work completely
guaranteed
Call or
writ* Morgan Con
struction Co Rh I boa
Paducah Kr
409 A
42001. or call 1 441 7936

AAA Custom
Nods Caldmots
hook:ins, Norf.
this, Curio
Cabinets etc.
losoonololo
436-2566
We buy 1st and Ind
mortgages at a discount
from individuals and
Companies Credit
Thrift gni Air Center
William Cote. manager
733-3673.
Will de odd ises, Peso
log, reek,g turn me
cleaning gutters Call
704802
Will do plumbing and
roofing, heating re
pairs. painting Call
753 2211

.-.••••••

PINSIRIPING

•
•

IfFP

IVEll
1.spooloko Is Arm
rest pin* mob. Is.
ANN viler boss and
weer M.
CUM
IIBLSIWO
901•1164-1476

S.FrwCuim
Gray Kitten free to good
home, Approx 1 monnts.
male, housebroken
warned, well believed
Call 753 MO

Taxi Cob Service

CHIMNEY
SWEEPING
SERVICE
CI...

09 ERUD

automatic garage
door opener, central gas heat and insulated to TVA
specifications to
help save on those
winter heat bib. All
this and offered in
the low $50's
through KOPPERUD REALTY,
711 Main Street.
753-1222.

Murray
Police Dept.
153-1611
Emergeocies
911
Calloway
Comity
Skeriff
153-3151

C.Motorcycles
1981 YZ100 Yamaha
$500, Mongoose BMX
bike $100 Call 753-1205
after 4p.m.
IT 175 Yamaha
Holstlaw trailer, with 3
channels. Call 192-8844.
Must sell, best offer.
19112 Yamaha tri-mote
175 three wheeler. 191111
Yamaha `r Z -10, excellent condition. Days
753-11075, nights:
7536756

Poison

HATING AND AM
CONDITIONING INC.

Carrier

Control

The terrier 46.4.• her seise
end wake in Marna, mid
Coliesey Comity $O 2
Chommet

753-7588

•

753-3131

Aluminum
Service
Co.

woe*.

Quality Service

Company
Heotmg and Air
Condrtson,ng,
Soles, Soles and
Service Modern
Sheet Metol &SW:
vice Departments

753-9290

CLEANING
Fro'Estimates
Vika Stew or
Odd!
Dry Cissnins.
liploolootny Clow
7534827

Upholstery
Is N. 716
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semisammlmmommmINII,

American professor
named for Nobel Prize

OBITUARIES
Rites Sunday Mrs. Garner
for Hamilton dies; funeral
Services for James Edward Hamilton were Sun- on Tuesday

Mr. Williams' Elmus Tyler
funeral rites dies; rites
on Tuesday
are today
The funeral for Billy
Joe Williams is today at 2
.p.m. in the chapel alias
:Churchill Funeral Home.
John Dale is officiating.
The song service is by
singers from Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ.
Serving as pallbearers
are Thomas Crowell,
Jimmy Geurin, Edison
Burkeen, L.D. Flora,
Robert Swift and James
Johnson. Burial will
follow in Barnett
Cemetery.
Mr. Williams, 51, Rt. 5,
died Saturday at 5:35
a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He had
peal stricken ill suddenly
-1st his home.
• He was a farmer and
isad been employed for 27
*ears at Murray Division
of the Tappan Company.
,He was a member of
fleasant Valley Church
ki Christ.
' Born Sept. 4, 1931, in
talloway County, he was
he son of Pearl Downey
Williams and the late
Wayne Williams.
• Survivors include his
wife, Mrs. Marianna
Walker Williams, to
'whom he was married on
Sept. 2, 1948; his mother,
Mrs. Pearl Williams, Rt.
5; two daughters, Mrs.
Don (Donna) Johnson,
Rt. 8, and Mrs. Dennis F.
(Patricia) Burkeen, Rt.
5; four sons, Joseph,
Mark and Jerry
Williams, Rt. 5, and
David Williams, Dexter.
Also surviving are one
sister, Mrs. R.V.
(Delores) Rose, and one
brother, Gene Williams,
both of Rt. 5; six grandchildren.

Mrs. Lena Hodge
Garner, 74, Rt. 7, died
Sunday at Hi:40 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She was a member of
the Old Macedonia Baptist Church. Born May 31,
1906, in Calloway County,
she was the daughter of
the late Will Hodge and
Betty Maynard Hodge.
Survivors include her
husband, Henry Garner,
to whom she was married
on Feb. 13, 1931; two
daughters, Mrs. Janie
Willoughby, 901 Northwood, and Mrs. Dan
(Wilma) Stokes,
Louisville; two sons,
Gerald Garner, Rt. 8, and
Steve Garner, Rt.6.
Thirteen grandchildren
and one great-grandchild
also survive.
The funeral will be
Tuesday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Max Churchill
Funeral Home. Henry
Hargis will officiate. Mrs.
Oneida White will be
organist and soloist.
Pallbearers will be
David Willoughby, Greg
Willoughby, Darren
Preceding Mr. Garner, Roger Garner,
Hamilton in death were a Kevin Garner and Dan
Friends may call at the daughter, Jimmie Nell Allen Stokes, all grandfuneral home after 3 p.m. Hamilton, and a brother, sons.
Woodrow Hamilton.
today (Monday).
Burial will follow in Mt.
Pleasant Cemetery in
Henry County.
Friends may call at the
funeral home from 10
The funeral for Euclid ty General Hospital, a.m. to the funeral hour
E. Griffith was today at Paris. He was a retired on Tuesday.
10:30 a.m. in LeDon employee of Chrysler
Chapel, Ridgeway Morti- Corp.
cians, Paris, Tenn. Burial
Survivors include his
followed in Memorial wife, Mrs. Lottye Bridges
Cemetery there.
Griffith; one daughter,
Mr. Griffith, 79, died Mrs. Harriet Sue AlexSaturday at Henry Coun- ander, Paris; one son,
Final rites for Mrs.
Thomas B. Griffith, Port Jeannette King, widow of
Huron, Mich.; a stepson, Dewey W. King, were
William Jack Jones, Port Saturday at 3 p.m. in the
Intiustrial Average
12.34 J.C. Penney
41 +
chapel of Blalock 31% -% hrico
Air Products
24%B 54%A. Huron.
32% sac
21% K Mail
Aslismd
Coleman Funeral Home.
al% +% Paiwak
Aa06001Telephane
Also surviving are one
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe and
Pe -% Quetta Oats
47% +1%
Milder
11% +% Yasuo
32% -% sister, Mrs. Zola M. Har- Dr. Jerrell White ofNed
0%
+
%
le +1 ding, Puryear, Tenn.;
Ford
U3.Tubuai
ficiated with Mrs. Otto
11% +% Waligad
G.A.?
311
three brothers, Basil
SI% +se %dee
16%
Cenral Deaamies
as organist.
Erwin
IN +1 Wagena
16%31. 16%A. Griffith, Palmersville,
Cenral Makes
Pallbearers were Brent
GeneralIlre
27% +
Lance
Griffith,
Tenn.,
X% +%
10.11
Geoid&
.E.F. Yield
Allen, Ricky Clark, 011ie
27% +46
Detroit, Mich., and Finis
Bill Scull, Steve
33% unc
Easley,
G
G:If
sr
Stack Market furnished by First of
Griffith Mari-a.
+1
15.111.
King and Tim Camp,
THESE MARKET REPORTS ARE SPONSORED BY
grandsons. Burial was in
Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. King, 77, died
Thursday.
mAYFIELD KY
247 0673 or 1 8005923488
KE LEY
Elmus Tyler, 76, Rt. 3,
died Sunday at 2:37 a.m.
at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. His
wife, Mrs. Resale Tyler,
died Dec. 23, 1973.
Born Jan. 12, 1906, in
Graves County, he was
the son of the late John
Tyler and Alice Dublin
Tyler.
Survivors include three
daughters, Mrs. Doyce
(Kathleen) Morriss, 1626
West Olive St., Mrs. Hershell (Evon) Mitchener
and Mn. Don (Mildred)
Carson, Detroit, Mich.;
two sons, J.W. Tyler, St.
Charles, Mo., and Max
Tyler,Edwardsville Ill.
Also surviving are 10
grandchildren, four step
grandchildren, five
great-grandchildren and
eight step greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be
Tuesday at 2:30 p.m. in
the chapel of Max Churchill Funeral Home. The
Rev. Julian Warren will
officiate. Burial will
follow in Burnett's
Chapel Cemetery in
Graves County.

day in the chapel of Goodwin Funeral Home,
Cadiz. The Rev. Shoney
Oliver officiated.
Burial was in the
Powell Cemetery in
Christian County.
Mr. Hamilton, 71, a
resident of Lakeland
Wesley Village, Benton,
died Friday at 4:15 p.m.
at Marshall County
Hospital.
Survivors include four
daughters, Mrs. Billy
(Louise) Lovett, Benton,
Mrs. Van (Dean)
Childress and Mrs. Fred
(Sue) Henson, Aurora,
and Mrs. Jerry (Martha)
Cothran, Sharpe; two
sons, Billy Don Hamilton,
Evergreen, Ala., and
James Ray Hamilton,
Murray.
Also surviving are
three sisters, Mrs. Joe
Wyatt and Mrs. Garland
Armstrong, Roaring Springs in Christian County,
and Mrs. Gordon Vowel,
Jackson, Mich.; 15 grandchildren; two greatgrandchildren.

Euclid E. Griffith dies at Paris

Final rites

Bailey rites
Mrs. McDaniel
at Mt.Cannel dies today
Graveside services for
Cynthia Bailey, infant
daughter, were Sunday at
4 p.m. at Mt. Carmel
Cemetery in Calloway
County. The Rev. Bob
Cardwell officiated.
The infant died Saturday at 10:25 a.m. at
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
Survivors are her
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Rodger Bailey, one
sister, Miss Carol Bailey,
and her grandmother,
Mrs. Violet Bailey, Rt. 1,
Gilbertsville.
Filbeck and Cann
Funeral Home, Benton,
was in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Turner's
funeral rites
held Sunday

Hog market

slaughter bulls grade 1 1,2304,760 lbs
53.7544.0; grade 1-2 1,180-1002 Its
4$.0042.01; grade 2 1,004,400 lbs 40.0043.00; good and choice 190-300 lb vealers
49.00-60.00; good and choice 410-415 lb
calves 47.500.01.
Feeder steers meditm, frame 1 300500 lte 01.0941.75; 500-700 lbs 00.0063.00; 700-70 lbs 59.20-01,50, 900495 lbs
55.7544.40; small and medium frame 130400 lbs 57.0042.00; 505-700 lbs 57.00.61.00; medium frame 2300.600 lbs 52.030.00; 500.735 lbs 52.1049.0; large
frame 2 Holsteins 435 10 52.00; 010-925
lbs 47.25-6 50; heifers medium frame 1
300-500 lbs 50.0-56.75; 500400 lbs 49.0056.00; 101140 lbs 47.5044.25; medium
/rams 6 Mlle lbs 43.00-60.00

gloomy. People who are
not ordinarily churchgoers need that
strength in their lives."
Bridges said contributions to his church have
been rising instead of falling, probably because
people are searching for
value."They want to give
to organizations which
can do the most good with
their money," he said.
L. Wesley Jones,
minister at Greenwood

AMR

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
M PARTS

1977 Pontiac Grand Prix

Announces the following increase in office
hours.

64,xxx miles

DWAIN TAYLOR

By Appointment:
*9:00am •6:00pm Monday thru Friday
*Saturday hours by arrangment only
Offering General Vision Care Services:

CHEVROLET
ERAUTY
SERYKR PARTS

ealeligki MOT=NUM MEM

*fit Eyeglasses
*Contact Lenses
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MEN'S OR LADIES

2 PC.

Good Vim Oct. 29, 1982

II

Men's

Getallthefacts

Enjoy star-studded extravaganzas
from the show capitals ofthe world.
Watch nightclub acts, comedy routines
and concerts by stars like Diana Ross,
Paul Simon and Richard Pryor. Smashhit shows like "Camelot"and "Barefoot
in the Park."Plus first-run movies like
"Arthur" and "Body Heat." All are
uncut, unedited and without
commercial interruption—and most
are Cablevision exclusives.

Cablevision newsdigsdeeper,probes
harder,takesyou placesthe networks
can't It'slike havingyourown electronic
newspaper,from newssourcesallover
the earth. Getup-to-the-second
newsreports,feature storiesthatgo
beyond the headlines,no-nonsense
business andfinance,revealing
consumerinformation,and more.

Getsthartwithyour money
Whether you're an experienced
Investor or new to the world
ofbusiness and finance,
Cablevision will help you
get the most out of
every dollar you have
Watch unbiased
reports on a wide
variety of products.
Learn about their
value, quality,
reliability and the
truth oftheir
advertising
claims.

PANTS or

Suits
$2"

Ladies

$ 75

Goad My Oct. 29, 1982
M0111=I

(BOONE'S
Laundry &Cleaners
13th & Main
6th & Poplar

YES!I want to Rad out how inexpensive itisto get what I want...
on Cablevision. Call me with more information.

No ILO 111* Camp=
Marie Carps Illbus Teo Mop Choi,

Geed Thee Oct. It, 1982

753-2552

North 12th
603 Main
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IMM MO NMI

SLACKS I

No We NM Comm
Meow Caeps• Mos Vow Irby Oaring

Ail*

Get entertained

Cablevision will help you eat better,
live better, get more out oflife.
You'll discover the latest
advances in nutrition, health
and fitness, and enjoy
fascinating programs
on yoga, holistic
medicine, cooking,
mental health,
and more.

LAWIDIED, FOLDED
OR ON HANGERS

$149

753-2617
641 S. Murray

Cablevision brings you the most amazing variety of programs
ever to come out of a television set- No matter what you like to do,
no matter what you want to know,you'll find it on
Cablevision forjust pennies a day.

Getin shape

Ile lib MO Campos
Promo Cmpse
Teo MEI ONMIN.

G

Get what you want

Federal-State Martel News Service 1710
day, October 11,1092
Kentucky Purchase Ares Hog Market
Report!minder Buying Stations
Receipts. Act MO Ed. 450 Barrows it Gilts
mostly 25 higher Sows undecided 500 steady
.51 higher over 30 1-1% higher
034.25.54.50
US 1-2130-248 lbs.
25-50.25
US 2 330-110
US 210-390 ho.
54.75-56.25
54754175
US 2-3 73047•lee
Sows
5010-50.00
MI-127040G lbs
211.01-62.41
US 1-3511-410 lbs.
162.0047.00
US 14 4311111 las
57.1141.51
US 1-3004% Re.
11111.1111411.1111
US5-30040 Ita.

GET THE HEINOLD PERSPECTIVE

Sweaters

Park Church of Christ,
said attendance does not
seem to be affected at his
church because a large
percentage of the
members have been
regular churchgoers.
And the location of the
church has led to an increase rather than a
decrease in contributions, Jones said.
"We're in a new area
where people are moving
in with jobs," he said.

Power steering, power brakes, air,
automatic, cruise, AM-FM 8-track, bronze,
white vinyl top, Beige vinyl interior.

HEINOLD COMMODITIES, INC.
Livestock market

BOWLING GREEN,
Ky. (AP) — Several
Bowling Green ministers
say that residents of the
community manage to
take care of their churches, although they cannot afford minor luxuries
due to present economic
conditions.
Both attendance and
contributions appear to
be holding steady or rising in Bowling Green
despite, and possibly
because of, the weak
economy.
"Church attendance is
better," the Rev. Richard
W. Bridges of First Baptist Church said. "It's for
the same reason as when
international events are

JAMES W.COURTNEY,O.D.
SOS Main Street
Murray, Ky.4207.1
Ph.(502)759-1429

Stock market

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP 1 ) USDA; —
Estimated receipts cattle and calves
2,100; slaughter steers 1.00 higher;
heifers 50-1.00 higher; cows opening
steady, bulls firm to 1.00 higher;
limited slaughter calves and vealers
steady , feeders openlng fully steady
Slaughter steers choice 2-4 960-1,116
lb. 57.1049.90: 4 head 1,171 lbs 00.70;
mixed good and choice 1-2 9641,175 lbs
54.50-57.50; some 1,155-1,415 lb
dalrybreds 50.25-53.90; slaughter
heifers choice 2-1 0604,040 Its 55.9037.0; 4 head 1,055 lbs 51.70; scene grade
4-5 100.1,00lb& 52.0-56.00
Slaughter cows commercial 3-6 39.2540.011; utility 1436.00-41.30; scene under
160 lbs down to 33.00; cutter 33.25-37.541;

Mrs. Kathleen Edwards McDaniel,71, Dexter, died today at 2:31
a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Her husband, Ralph McDaniel,
died June 19, 1975.
She is survived by her
father, Jeff Edwards, one
daughter, Mrs. Joe
.( Diane) McKendree, one
son, Marvin McDaniel,
one brother, Clinton Edwards, two grandchildren, Wade McDaniel
and Tanya Jo McKenciree, all of Dexter; one
great-grandchild, Amanda McDaniel, Ahno.
Max Churchill Funeral
Home will be in charge of
funeral and burial arrangements.

des in 19112 and to
Norwegian-American
Lars Onsager, who won
the chemistry award in
19611.
"The Kohl= was solved in a defizdte and profound way by Kenneth
Wilson in tem fundamental papers from 1971," the
Swedish Academy of
Sciences said in announcing the award.
The prize, the second
Nobel science award announced so far this year,
brings, the recipient the
equivalent of $157,000.
The medicine prize was
awarded last Monday to
an Englishman and two
Swedes for their work
with grandular hormones
that may be helpful in
preventing ulcers, unwanted blood clotting and
menstrual cramps.

Ministers say attendance steady

Final rites for Mrs.
Wanda Turner were Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Rogers Funeral
Home, Mayfield. Burial
was in Antioch Cemetery.
Mrs. Turner, 67, a resident of 623 Wilford St.,
Mayfield, died Friday at
9:45 a.m. at Mayfield
Community Hospital. She
as a member of Northside Church of Christ,
Mayfield.
She is survived by one
son, Bobby Joe Ray,
Dresden, Tenn.; two
sisters, Mrs. Robbie
Story, Mayfield, and Mrs.
Willadean McNeely, Oak
Ridge, Tenn.; four grandchildren.

conducted
for Mrs. King

trrOCICHOLNI (AP) —
American Professor Kenneth G. Wilson of Cornell
University was awarded
the 1912 Nobel Prize for
Physics for his theory on
"critical phenomena in
connection with phase
transitions," solving a
classical problem in
physics, the awards committee announced today.
The theoretical work by
Wilson, 46, deals with the
transition of matter from
one phase to another
under various influences
such as heat or
magnetism.
The problem of socalled critical
phenomena has long been
studied by physicists all
over the world and has
yielded several previous
Nobel Prizes, notably to
Soviet scientist Lev Lan-
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Bel Air Shopping Center
Sot" 12th Street 42071
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Save 25% to 40% on choice of new Strc
Sky Blue
Mauve
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Sand

Plum

Tan
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Forest Green

Snit
Taupe

$388

SOFA

SALE

Lush, traditional, skirted tuxedo
sofa In striped Herculon® fabric.
The plump seat cushions, back
pillows and bolsters of this 84" sofa
invite you to sit in comfort. The tailoring and styling is impeccable.
The fabric is entertainment-proof.
(Not shown)—Lowsroat $341.

American traditional In Scotchgard* protected 100% cotton
print.
A charming, 87" tuxedo sofa.
Pleated roll arm.Seven sumptuous,.
pillows with ruffled edges. Seat
cushions are generous and comfortable. A sofa with flair that
makes it the centerpiece in the
living room (Not shown)—
Lovesoot $415.

SLEEPER

$598

SALE

FULL SIZE SLEEPER. Open arm,
rattan tontemporary. Scotchgard - protected print.
'7 Here's a luxurious bed with deep
down comfort and TV headrest
Rattan is beautifully worked and
hand tied This unique sleeper is a
tremendous value

SOFA

498

Choose transitional elegance from 1
A superbly comfortable 89" camel ba
—flared arms and upholstered legs. It's
ing you'd expect in a sofa costing twi
fabric is Scotchgarde protected, 1009
acrylic pile woven velvet.(Not shown)
Armless Chair $238.

N Stratford® sofas! A style for every home!
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som$488 SALE

498SALE

Solid oak and carefree M4IICUIOn'
In a casual contemporary sofa.
The sofa is 87 inches of solid comfort and part of a beautifully designed collection that will dress
.up a family room or turn a Wing
room into a casual de!ight (Not
shown)—Loverteet S4311-1ieeper
EMII—Chak $215—Otteman See —
Stretoioungsr SUII—Cooldall table
SIRS—End tobie WE.
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tIonal elegance from 13fashion colors.
nfortable 89" camel back sofa with gently
id upholstered legs. its the look and styl)ct in a sofa costing twice as much. The
hgard® protected, 100% Dupont Orion!
wen velvet,(Not shown)—Lovoettat
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Formal hodttlonal In wood, brass
and luxurious Orlon • velvet.
Eiegant! The curving wood trim
inset with brass adds o note of
-distinction to this 88" sofa The
bock is tutted and hand pleated
Snaps and strops hold the seats
on The sofa (Not shown)—Lovesoot
SIISII—erstver chair $341—Cooktall
NON $275—Ind Sabi, $2011.

SLEEPER

$498SALE

QUEEN SIZE SLEEPER. Solid oak trim
and corer** fabric in woven
pattern.
Super comtoft sleeping Wide bed
and all correlated Pleces a great
furniture value Bed has TV headrest (Not shown)—1Ioio SUE—Loveseat WO—Choir $27e—Oeseton
$64-21ratoksinesi $2110—Ceektali
fable Itet—Ind table R1U—Woll
units: Double door USE—Open
$3.21—Dree Ed MS.

Waft

Save up to $120 on
Stratolounger® recliners!

Extra position Stratolounger." Man-sized. Covered In
Herculon • corduroy.
Luxuriously comfortable from its deep. button-tufted high
back to its extra deep seat cushion Convenient magazine
side pocket Transitional style.

Stratolounger • Strato-GlIde. Easy open,easy close
recliner. Carefree corduroy.
The handle raises the ottoman. Sit comfortably upright, or
lean back and glide effortlessly to any reclining position.
Opens just inches from the wall, too

Stratolounger • Strato-Glide! Easy to recline. Close to the
wail. Super soft, hand tufted vinyl.
• Smart, contemporary styling Luxuriously soft seating Just
a flick of the handle and the ottoman comes up. Lean
bock and recline Easy to use, easy to buy,

LIFETIME
WARRANTY
on mechantsm

Strato4ourtge0) LoBace The smaller chair that reclines.
Solid oak trim.
Contemporary, low silhouette chair that opens into a fullsize recliner Covered in a Haitian look, nylon fabric
Belongs in the living room.

Close to the wall Stratoloungeci' Covered In
glove soft vinyl.
This big, big recliner can be placed 3" from the wall and
opened to full recline. Traditional styling, and impeccable
tailoring. A big value.

Close to the wail Stratolounger."!-' Our best selling recliner
and its In carefree velvet.
The most popular Stratolounger. Plush-crush look. Soft,
deep down comfort. Immaculate tailoring. It's an
everyday chair with Sunday styling.

Close to the wall Stratolounger.i' Contemporary look
In Nylon velvet.
Float in relaxing comfort in this space-saving recliner. The
styling makes this Stratolounger at home in family room or
living room A real value.

Multi-position StratOlounger.• English club styling in
leather-like vloyl.
Superbly comfortable in its body cradling softness Individually applied nailhead trim. Button tufting by hand
The tailoring is outstanding.

Stratoloungers' swNel, rocker recliner. In Scotchgard-4
protected velvet.
--Four chairs in one It's a handsome chair that swtvels•A •
comfortable chair and ottoman A soothing rocker, a
relaxing recliner The velvet fabric is warranteed.

CRASS FURNITURE
South 3rd Street - Murray -153-3621

